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Unity is a handbook of Christian healing and Christian 
living.

The purpose of Unity is not to found a new sect, but 
to give the people a practical application of what they al
ready have through their church affiliations. Unity stands 
independent as an exponent of Practical Christianity, teach
ing the application of the doctrine of Jesus Christ in all af
fairs of life. The teachings of Unity explain the action of 
mind, the connecting link between God and man. They ex
plain how mind affects the body, producing discord or har
mony, sickness, or health; how it brings man into the 
understanding of divine law, harmony, health, and peace, 
here and now.

Unity is also the organ of the Society of Silent Unity, 
an organization through which an immense amount of help 
is being extended to suffering humanity everywhere. No 
matter how desperate a case may be, the Society of Silent 
Unity will take it.

Believing in the innate honesty and justice of all men 
and women, we receive voluntary offerings for all our minis
trations. No demand for money, no charge against any 
one, has been made by Silent Unity in the more than thirty 
years of our existence.

If you or your friends are sick or unhappy, in poverty or 
financial difficulties, or in trouble of any kind, write or tele
graph to this Society, and you will be given our ministry at 
once. All correspondence is confidential.

Send all requests for help to Society of Silent Unity, 
91 7 Tracy, Kansas City, Mo.



JE S U S  SA W  T H E  M Y ST E R Y  O F  

T H E  SO U L

J esu s  Christ belonged to the true race 
of prophets. H e  saw with open eye the 
m ystery of the soul. D raw n by its s e 
vere harm ony, ravished with its beauty, 
he lived  in it, and had his being there. 
Alone in all history he estim ated  the 
greatness of m an. O ne man w as true 
to what is in you and m e. H e  saw  that 
G od incarnates h im self in m an, and 
everm ore goes forth anew  to take pos
session  of h is world.— E m erson .



T H E  JO Y O U S SO U L

C h a r l e s  F il l m o r e

ELIG IO N  in its highest and best is science. 
It is the science of mind, spiritually inter
preted. Its scientific import is in the uni
versal explanation which it has for all 

sciences. It is founded in God mind and must explain 
all creative processes.

As metaphysicians who are demonstrating the sci
ence of religion, we should take up the fundamental 
principle of order and law, in its relation to mind, and 
apply it in every one of our meetings. In other words, 
our prayers should be scientific.

W e should begin our work with a scientific thought, 
a mental attitude, that will bring joy; we should get the 
results of joy in our lives, even in our bodies. The 
Scriptures say: “The joy of Jehovah is your strength.” 
Is there any connection between bodily strength and 
joy? Certainly. “The joy of Jehovah is your 
strength;” in other words, the joy of the one infinite law, 
applied in right relation to your consciousness, will bring 
forth strength of body. If you take a thought of joy 
and hold it in the right way, you will translate it into 
muscular strength. Athletes—that is, progressive ath
letes—have discovered that it is not necessary to go 
through a great deal of strenuous muscular exercise in 
order to gain strength. They center their minds upon 
the muscles, and in this way they develop strength, even 
while sitting still. Sandow said that he could sit and 
watch a game of billiards and keep up his strength by 
flexing his muscles. He would send the vitalizing 
thought to the muscle and the thought would be incor
porated as strength. Then when the demonstration of 
strength was necessary the strength thought was on hand. 
Not muscular exercise alone but muscular thought com
bined with muscular exercise makes one strong.



There is a universal strength-builder, and that 
strength-builder is within every one of us. If we would 
cultivate this builder to its highest, we must take not 
only the strength thought but also the joyous thought. 
W e can develop strength in our play, in our religious 
worship and in our daily occupations by holding the 
strength thought and the joy thought in happy coor
dination.

The Bible tells us that there is joy in heaven over 
repentant sinners. “Weeping may tarry for the night, 
but joy cometh in the morning.” There is sunshine after 
the storm. It makes no difference how dark things may 
be, you can rest assured that joy will follow if you look 
for it.

“Eat thy bread with joy.” There should be joy at 
the table, joy with every mouthful that you take. Let 
your grace at the beginning and at the end of your 
meal be: “ I eat my bread with joy.”

The sixteenth Psalm has many wonderful state
ments of joy:

I have set Jehovah always before me:
Because he is at my right hand, I shall not be moved.
Therefore my heart is glad, and my glory rejoiceth:
My flesh also shall dwell in safety.
For thou wilt not leave my soul in Sheol;
Neither wilt thou suffer thy holy one to see corruption.
Thou wilt show me the path of life:
In thy presence is fullness of joy;
In thy right hand there are pleasures for evermore.

In the allegory of Abraham and Sarah, before the 
new state of consciousness called Isaac was born, when 
the Lord revealed to Sarah that renewed youth should 
come to her in her old age, she “laughed within her
self.” When Isaac was born, “Sarah said, God hath 
made me to laugh; every one that heareth will laugh 
with me.” When Isaac was brought forth—when the 
new joy came to her inward consciousness—she



“ laughed;” and the son was called “ Isaac,” or 
laughter.

It is stated that when the laughing Isaac was 
brought forth, Abraham was one hundred years old, 
and Sarah was ninety. When the Bible mentions years 
it does not necessarily indicate time, but accumulated 
wisdom. The age of these persons is given to indicate 
that they went forward in righteousness; with their ex
periences, or, as we say, with years, they accumulated 
better understanding of the true law of living. If we 
would get this understanding and put away the passing 
years and that state of mind which comes to people 
when they believe in years and “old age”—if we would 
do away with all this and realize that with every year 
that is added to our lives we have more wisdom, more 
understanding, and more ability in all ways, we should 
get at the real meaning of the great ages recorded of 
Bible patriarchs.

By your experience you gain knowledge. The 
larger your experience in true knowledge the greater 
your credit of years in the divine record.

If this is the law, should there be any feeble-minded, 
childish men or women? Should our business men look 
at the gray-haired and say: “You are too old; I want 
youthful workers” ? Certainly not. When men ob
serve the law of God and accumulate true wisdom with 
the passing years, the old will be chosen first, because 
each year will represent increase of capacity. That is 
the kind of old people we want; that is the kind of old 
people we have in the Bible.

If you want your years to bring you the real fruit
age of Spirit, enter into the consciousness of God. You 
will find that with every year you will grow stronger, 
with every year you will grow younger, and with every 
year you will grow in wisdom, in love, and in under
standing. This is what practical Christianity teaches. 
T o attain this youthfulness you must put out of your



minds all thought of weakness, gloom, and discourage
ment. You must have strength increasing to the point 
of omnipotence. Cultivate the inward joy of the Chris
tian, and you will grow strong with every added year.

Joy is a necessary element in the ongoing of man in 
the strength of years. Abraham and Sarah could 
bring forth joy, the inward joy of the spirit (Isaac), 
because they had lived righteously in the sight of the 
Lord. H ad they ignored the law of God and lived 
without regard to spiritual things, they would have 
grown old and feeble, and life would have lost its zest 
for them. Those with young ideas would have taken 
their places, and Abraham and Sarah gradually would 
have been pushed aside. But they lived under the law 
of Spirit.

The history of Abraham shows that he realized 
God’s law. His herdsmen were disputing with Lot’s 
herdsmen over the possession of certain lands. To settle 
this dispute, Abraham said, in effect: “You take the 
right, and I will take the left; or you take the left and I 
will take the right. There is room for all.” That was a 
large concept by Abraham of the universal capacity of 
being. Abraham did not confine himself to small ideas. 
His ideas were as broad as the universe.

Broad-mindedness is one of the avenues through 
which the divine law expresses itself. The man who 
lives to the fullness of his capacity in expressing God 
does not become narrow-minded, nor does he believe in 
the past, but he lives in the good that is constantly open
ing to him in the present. Rejoice in your capacity 
and make that capacity to expand until you are full 
with years of wisdom. The result of this ongoing in the 
divine law will be an established state of consciousness 
in which joy will be the keynote. This state of joy is 
your son Isaac.

In beginning your demonstration of your innate ca
pacity for joy, it is necessary that you do some spiritual



work. Joy, like all of the other gifts of God, is a po
tentiality in man; it must be developed through man’s 
thought. If you are in the habit of looking on the dark 
side of things, begin right now to cultivate joy; say: 
“ I am going to develop the joy which God has given 
me.” Then join in the universal joy and glee of the 
universe. The poet gazing at the heavens says:

There’s not the smallest orb which thou behold’st
But in his motion like an angel sings.

If you are glum you are working against your health 
and your prosperity. If you think that life is hard, 
that you have sorrows, that you have nothing to be 
joyous about, a melancholy state of mind becomes es
tablished and you bring forth its results in jaundiced 
eye and in muddy skin. The swift joy of life has been 
suppressed, and these are the reactions.

God never gave man a spirit of melancholy. God 
gave him the spirit of joy. The joy of the Lord is in 
you if you live under the law of the Lord. That joy 
can be brought into expression in every department of 
your life; your success will depend largely upon the 
smile that you wear. People have said to me: “I like 
to see my friends natural. If they don’t feel like smil
ing, I don’t like to have them force a smile for my 
benefit." This would be a dreary world if we did not 
force a smile once in a while. W e should smile some
times when we do not feel like smiling. Our business 
demands that we look cheerful. Some people deplore 
the rollicking songs and the jazz tunes of the present, 
and mournfully compare them with the sentiment and 
the dignity of the past. Our songs may be a little shal
low and frivolous, but they have the virtue of jollity.

Then laugh. Laugh when you do not really feel 
like laughing, and you will find that it will unburden 
you; it will free you. Sorrowful thought and melan
choly face are depressing. Cultivate joy—joy in your



going in and your coming out; joy in every thought 
that you have; giving joy to others, giving joy to your
self. Beware the man in you who cannot see the 
humorous side of life. He is a Pharisee and a hypo
crite. The sinner will precede him into the kingdom.

The freedom and the happiness of the little child 
are innate in every one of us, but as we take up the 
burdens of the family relation, we gradually assume the 
idea of responsibility. W e presume that we must be
come serious men and women, wear long faces, and 
settle down to the humdrum of life. Then the bubbling 
joy of the little child simply goes to sleep in us, and we 
become testy and wrinkled.

Is that the way to enjoy life and to grow young 
with the passing years? Certainly not. You will never 
bring forth your laughing Isaac in that way. You must 
unload all idea of responsibility, all assumption of dig
nity and piety, everything puritanical and artificial. 
The Puritan fathers were lean, lank, and dyspeptic be
cause they took life too seriously. Their blue laws 
represented their blue way of looking at life. To them 
a Christian was a serious, somber, sin burdened soul 
headed toward hell. A  violin or even a pipe organ 
was an instrument of Satan, in the sight of our Puritan 
fathers.

Thought habits that make you hard and rigid, that 
put lines in your face and squeeze the life out of your 
hair are not from God. No man conceives God to be 
sad, and Nature does not betray even one note of grief. 
The cosmic Mind expresses its joy in the overflowing 
gladness of all creation. Man in his natural state is 
care-free and happy. That natural state is represented 
by the little child. As Jesus said, you must get into 
this childlike state before you can get into the kingdom 
of heaven. The kingdom of heaven is within you. It 
is pictured as a place where music, hallelujahs, bliss, 
and joy are unconfined. When you let go of the ten-



sion of the artificial life and rest at the center of your 
spiritual being, you cannot help being happy; happi
ness is heaven.

Every thought that tends to weariness must be left 
out of your kingdom of heaven. One of the greatest 
burdens that men stagger under today is the idea of 
hard labor. They believe in work—they hug to their 
souls the curse of Adam: “ In the sweat of thy face 
shalt thou eat bread.” When he shall attain under
standing of the resources lying about him, man will not 
need to work long hours in order to live well. When 
man shall properly cooperate in the development of the 
resources that God has so abundantly provided, it will 
not be necessary to work as man works now. But so 
long as men believe in work and cry for work, they will 
mentally create a need for work. This result is the out
working of the law that thoughts make things.

To relieve men of the burden of work, deny the 
thought and affirm the prevalence of the divine law 
of ease in the ways of Spirit. “Come unto me, all ye 
that labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you 
rest.” It has been said that such a doctrine encourages 
laziness. Many persons let others support them—but 
such is not the way in which Abraham and Sarah 
brought forth the care-free Isaac. They demonstrated 
freedom, joy, and riches easily enough; they had faith 
in God and observed his law. Those who understand 
the law claim the promise that the burden will be lifted 
through Christ, and thereafter what they do is done like 
the play of the child, in gladness and in laughter.

Though an inheritance of acres may be bequeathed, 
an inheritance of knowledge and wisdom cannot. The 
wealthy man may pay others for doing his work for 
him; but it is impossible to get his thinking done for him 
by another, or to purchase any kind of self-culture.— 
Samuel Smiles.



H E  T H A T  O V E R C O M E T H
H o r a t io  W .  D r e s s e r

R O B A B LY  no tendency is more evident in 
the experience of those who are sincerely 
trying to live the right life than the tend
ency to drop back unless they make ef

fort to keep in the right attitude. W e are creatures of 
circumstance, habit, custom, tradition. It is easy to 
lapse in language, in zeal, in manners, in faith; easy 
to become immersed in conditions or processes, in de
tails, in routine, in mere things, tasks, complexities; 
easy to pass by many of the better things of life; easy 
to omit the little acts of thoughtfulness which mean so 
much to elderly people, to the lonely, and to the 
troubled. It is easy to lapse into physical desires and 
comforts, if we have an abundance of food before us, 
with money enough in our purses, with no special reason 
for foregoing the usual pleasures. It is an easy matter 
to make excuses, to postpone, to slip along without fac
ing issues that need to be faced. W e allow external 
matters to intrude; we permit hours which should be 
devoted to meditation to be broken into by trivial inter
ruptions. W e put off the time of our taking a part in 
many of the best activities—books, interests, opportuni
ties—on the ground that there is not time. W e readily 
yield to the spirit of mere pleasure and to the trend of 
the age in its amusements, fads, fancies— even its tend
ency to mere change, to give up higher things for lower, 
good music for poor, real poetry for rows of words, 
“just to be different.”

As strange as it may seem at first thought, effort is 
required to keep the best things of life to the fore, to 
maintain high standards in thought, feeling, conduct, 
business, personal appearance. It requires effort, as 
the years pass, to retain the best habits; for example: 
habits of promptness, regularity, general mental effi-



ciency. In youth we dislike to conform to good hours 
for going to bed and for getting up; we are little in
clined on Sundays to rise early enough to go to church. 
Later we fail to keep up exercise, and in middle life 
begin to drop out of active participation in daily affairs: 
we anticipate declining powers, when we should work 
for spiritual increase. Each period of life has its temp
tations that entice us to relax effort. So in each period 
there is special reason for keeping the power of effort 
alive by doing things simply because they should be 
done, by striving to throw off the ever-ready tendency 
to lapse. W e may check the tendency to slacken by 
seeking new reasons for doing what is worth while, 
finding new incentives to action, renewing ideals, throw
ing off custom, testing habits, keeping young, regaining 
spontaneity and freshness of spirit.

It is a simple matter to say that what we need to 
overcome is our selfishness. Such a statement is too 
general. It is more profitable to begin by noting that 
there is a certain inertia which meets us from time to 
time, from grammar-school days through mature years. 
Inertia often manifests as a tendency to let well enough 
alone, to be content with mediocre standards, to be 
content merely to “pass,” as in the case of the student 
who cares not how inferior his work is so long as he 
“passes.” W e call this inertia laziness— in other peo
ple. It used to be called a sin, and it was considered 
a sign of the depravity of human nature. W e cover it 
with many pleasing names, well knowing all the while 
that Emerson was right when he said that we all are 
as lazy as we dare to be.

There are two exceptions to this wise utterance, 
however. Fortunately for the world there are people 
who would rather work as many productive hours as 
possible than do anything else. There are people who 
are industrious in certain directions and lazy in only a 
few others. Some people are always ready to work.



but they do not wish to think. Others like to think, but 
cannot be persuaded to work with their hands. Most 
of us will make effort to win pleasure, even the young 
people who seem to be unable to get up on Saturday 
mornings “to help mother.” W e all work hard to have 
what we call a good time, but we think that it is too 
much effort to be good. W e want the fruits of thought 
without making effort to be wise.

It is easy to move with the crowd, and so we keep 
on moving with it. Yet if we had a little more knowl
edge we should know that resistance is an incentive to 
effort and a means of enlisting our powers to the full. 
Few of us make as much effort as we might. W e 
know perfectly well that we do not deserve the praises 
which people bestow upon us. W e seldom do excellent 
work; we might have done far better. W e seldom 
make a real sacrifice; we give away what we do not 
want. W e are strongly inclined to do what pleases 
our vanity or pride, what is expected of us. If we say 
what people believe in language which is familiar to 
them they will praise us for our wisdom, secretly grate
ful that we did not use terms that they do not under
stand, that we did not say anything unconventional or 
stirring, or anything which called on them to change 
their attitude and begin to work with zeal. W e let the 
few do the greater work for us in the organizations to 
which we belong. W e even expect the few to do our 
thinking for us—unless they go too far in calling atten
tion to our easy-going beliefs. W e excuse ourselves on 
the ground that there is lack of time, even when we 
know that it is the busiest people in the world who have 
time for one thing more. The wisely productive people 
of the world discard all these easy methods and put 
order into their work. They have a scale of values, 
and drop out matters of lesser importance when greater 
matters come in. There is always time for things su-



premely worth while. Most of us have time for what 
we really want to do.

W e seldom sit down and analyze the question to 
the end to see what effort is, how to make it, how to 
overcome inertia; and why “he that overcometh” shall 
inherit the great things of life, shall be worthy to be 
called a child of God.

How is effort most effectively made? By keeping 
the eye single to what we wish to be, keeping it on the 
goal that we wish to win, concentrating on the work at 
hand, persistently bringing our attention back every time 
it wanders, enlisting the imagination, resting and coming 
back to make a fresh start—and especially by pushing 
through the inertia which settles down upon us when we 
make the first attempts to start.

W e need of course to consider what is worth while, 
to make a wise choice, to find something which enlists 
our powers in full measure. For unless one loves his 
work, institution, belief, system, goal or objective, he 
will not make fullest effort. But granted a love that 
quickens, the great consideration is to get in motion 
early while the prompting is on, to come back to the 
ideal every time we lapse, then keep on trying. Seeing 
the power of inertia, we may seek guidance in over
coming it. Realizing that there is a tendency toward 
lassitude, we may endeavor to keep fit. No argument 
is required to show that there is a certain effort we have 
to make for ourselves, an effort that no one else can 
make for us.

There is a sense, to be sure, in which no one can 
overcome save God alone. For we never overcome in 
our independent strength. The real struggle is prior to 
this, that is, in the change from love of self and of ex
ternal things to the love which quickens us to service 
and puts the things of the spirit above those of the flesh. 
Overcoming is never a mere question of what is called 
self-mastery or control— although that is an essential—



for we are not trying to manage ourselves as if we were 
proposing to inflict our wills upon the world. Our part 
is frankly to recognize what needs to be overcome, 
transmuted, or reborn, to have faith, to adopt the 
affirmative attitude that makes us ready to plunge in 
and begin. Our prayer naturally is that the attitude 
which fosters overcoming will become constant in us, 
that we may abide in the love which steadily invites 
spiritual guidance and power.

There is no magic formula which fits all cases and 
frees us from the need of making effort; no substitute 
for facing what should be overcome, that we may rise 
to the ideal anew and may will the transformation of 
what is undesirable. It is a law of our spiritual nature 
that the hidden motives, desires, complexes, and other 
activities which we have tried to cover up shall be 
brought out into the open where they may be seen for 
what they are, admitted for what they are, as tendencies 
which need to be lifted up. W e see this process on a 
large scale in war, which discloses the scheming of na
tions. W e realize that society makes no real headway 
save so far as a lie is seen to be a lie, hypocrisy seen 
to be just what the name indicates, and we understand 
why Jesus went so directly to the heart of the matter 
when speaking of liars and hypocrites. But when peo
ple realize that they should be true, consistent, serving 
one master, then not only is there hope, but the way is 
open for changes to begin. When you see your error, 
when you frankly admit your lesser way in contrast with 
God’s greater way, it is not necessary for you to make 
a separate affirmation of will on each point, as much 
as to say, “ I will to have this error cease;” for such 
seeing is willing, admitting is aspiring. The moment 
we do our part, spiritual life comes to our aid to cast 
out the old and bring in the new. This change of 
heart or attitude is the real secret of our uplifting. 
Whenever we really see we ally ourselves with the



good, the right, the true. When we see the necessity 
for being constant we thereby will to be constant. W e 
need not drive out the error or falsity.

There is indeed an easier way of making effort 
than the way that people tried in the old days—when 
to choose the harder way was supposedly to choose 
virtue, when sheer arousing of will power was said to be 
the proper thing. If we have learned what things are 
within our power and what things follow our spiritual 
choice, we have already accomplished a great deal. 
Then we need no longer wrestle unaided with the thing, 
we need not try to conquer in our own might, need not 
assert the mere will. It is right to pray for light. It is 
right to compare notes with others. It is right to seek 
the aid of nature out in the open, to have times for drop
ping our problems and beginning again with a new 
impetus. Our problems are partly social, not wholly 
personal. W e are bound up with one another in all 
the affairs of life. W e need one another, especially 
the example of those who go ahead and do things while 
the majority wait and ponder. In life, in motion, there 
is hope.

The practical man does not spend much time merely 
thinking what might be done. He plunges in and tries, 
learns by doing. Everybody passes through a more or 
less prolonged period of trying things out, trying various 
vocations, finding out what talents or gifts he possesses, 
finding the self. For a part of the wisdom of effort con
sists in learning what we can best do, that we may 
make effort in the direction that opens on and up into 
the infinite. W e know scarcely anything of some of 
our abilities till we have tried. W e may find ourselves 
teaching, writing, leading men, in business or the world 
of civic affairs, without ever having planned such a 
career. Ideally speaking, there is a direction in which 
we can center our efforts to best advantage. Hence it 
is worth while to think till we find it, never trusting



solely to experiment or to advice. W e may well spare 
ourselves the friction of trying to combine elements that 
do not belong together. Naturally we wish to advance 
out of the conflict of desires, emotions, loves. The cen
tral consideration is a prevailing love that is worth while.

It is commonly assumed that it is very difficult to live 
the spiritual life: that there is too much to be overcome; 
that it requires too much effort. The pathway is said 
to be steep and toilsome, or straight and narrow; it 
is hard to be good, easy to be wicked. So people turn 
away without having tried goodness to any appreciable 
extent. The reason why so few are noticeably earnest, 
devoted, consecrated, is supposed to be that too much 
effort or study is required; that a life of pleasure is to 
be preferred.

The way of sinners is the hard way, the way of 
anger, bitterness, jealousy, retaliation, dishonesty, in
sincerity, hypocrisy. People have a difficult time trying 
the life of compromise, trying to serve two masters at 
the same time. It is difficult to put material things first, 
since we are not physical beings primarily. It is diffi
cult to seek wealth, worldly power, control, with the 
hope that happiness will be added. It is hard to find 
the pleasure without the pain, a life free from care be
cause spiritual things are put aside, no pangs of con
science because conscience is ignored. It is difficult to 
use money to buy freedom and ease, comfort and the 
escape from ennui. All this is difficult because one of 
the laws of the spiritual life is: “Seek ye first his king
dom and his righteousness; ” because the real or perma
nent change is from within outward.

On the other hand, there is a sense in which the way 
of the spiritual life is the easiest way. “Come unto 
me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and I will 
give you rest. Take my yoke upon you, and learn of 
me . . .  For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light.” 
The yoke is easy and the burden is light because man



is then led by divine wisdom. He is led by the Lord 
to the extent that he resists or turns from the promptings 
which spring from love of self and love of the world. 
For when man thus makes effort the spiritual forces 
flow in to relieve him of the obstacles that he has strug
gled against. When man is willing to seek the king
dom of God first—that is, conform his thought, will, and 
conduct to the divine order, instead of asserting and 
trying his own way— then guidance is given him, one 
upward step leads to another, all things are provided.

W e often make hard work of the process of trying 
to be good. W e overdo conscientious scruples. W e 
are too rigid with people; we judge them and condemn 
them. W e hold ourselves to our tasks with a stern 
sense of duty, scarcely allowing opportunity for any 
real joy or spontaneity. But all this is because we 
follow devious paths of our own choosing. The way 
of the spiritual life is the direct, simple, joyous way. 
W e are not called upon to conquer by our own might 
the difficulties and temptations that beset us. W e are 
not personally responsible for the righteousness of the 
world. The complexities which weary us are of our 
own invention. W e have added innumerable occasions 
for friction and tribulation.

Part of our endeavor to make more and better effort 
consists then in learning what activities we should ab
stain from because they yield only friction and unhap
piness, because they are the hardest way. W e need to 
become more quiet and thoughtful, taking time for genu
ine consideration, that we may see where and how to 
make effort that avails. It is doubtless true of all of us 
that we do not make as much effort as we might, that 
we have inertias to overcome, self-love to be replaced 
by love to God and man. The real reason for our fail
ures is often found just here— that we have made so 
little actual effort. And yet when we have made full 
allowance for this fact, the other fact remains that we



failed partly because we did not first consider how and 
where to make effort.

The matter is brought very close home to each of 
us when we once more ask: W hat is the ideal, the pur
pose, or use, for which you exist here and now? W hat 
is your standard? W hat are you striving to achieve? 
Is it worth while? Have you a scale of values so that 
you put first things first? If life becomes too intense 
or complex are you always sure to keep the best things 
constantly in view: the ideals of home life, the little acts 
of kindness, the opportunities to manifest love? Do 
you maintain a certain constancy of attitude, an ideal 
outlook or faith which enables you to renew your efforts 
each day?

If you have attempted to keep your eye on the 
good, have you kept before you the great truth that 
of yourself you have no independent power to make 
effort, to conquer, and to control? Have you kept a 
living realization of the fact that all life is a sharing of 
divine power? To keep this vital truth in mind is to 
live above circumstances, processes, habits, customs, with 
eye single to the Efficiency that achieves through all. 
Instead of trying merely to be comfortable, contented with 
passable work, yielding before your inertias, you will 
be eager to energize to the full, to attain the fullness of 
life. You will not then be thinking of waning powers 
and a declining old age. You will be filled with what 
lies before you to be done, that you may make it su
premely worth while, that it may lead to the next op
portunity, and the next.

Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true, what
soever things are honorable, whatsoever things are just, 
whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, 
whatsoever things are of good report; if there be any 
virtue, and if there be any praise, think on these things. 
— Paul to the Philippians.



STO C K  TA K IN G  T IM E

F r a n c i s  J. G a b l e

N BUSINESS January 1 is a time devoted 
to taking stock of what the business man 
has on hand in the way of merchandise. 
Every merchant takes stock because only 

by so doing can he get an idea of what he has with 
which to start the new year, and because his inventory 
is a vital factor in determining the state of his affairs. 
It is good business judgment for merchants and other 
business men to know what stocks they have on hand. 
But what should we think of a merchant who, when it 
came time for stock taking, took stock on one side of 
his store and ignored the other half of his store, and 
upon the figures so taken based all his earnings for the 
year? W e should think that he was not very thorough.

Although the Truth student knows no particular 
season, and does every day the things that are neces
sary for that day, whether it be the 1st of January or 
the 20th of June, it is well at this time of the year, when 
stock taking is uppermost in the minds of so many busi
ness men, to think about stock taking in a more thor
ough way. Let us not be like the man who invoices 
only half his stock and lets the other half go by guess
work. Every individual knows that there are other 
things besides merchandise that enter into success in the 
world— in whatever line one may be engaged. The 
stock of one’s material things is not so vitally important 
as the stock of things that one has in his inner con
sciousness, for upon the stock of things that he has within 
will depend his success for the coming year. One may 
own many articles, he may have houses and lands and 
a great cash balance, yet if he has not developed the 
inner consciousness that underlies the outside manifesta
tion of wealth, the material things will not do him very



much good. It takes more than mere possessions to 
make an individual wealthy; it takes more than the ac
cumulation of material things to make an individual 
happy.

Some of the inner things of which we should take 
stock at every opportunity are those things that are es
sential in the home, in the social life, but are so seldom 
considered unless something happens to them. One of 
these is the matter of health. A  merchant invoices his 
stock at the beginning of each year; he lists every item 
and puts a valuation upon it. How much does the 
average merchant value his health? How much at
tention does he pay to it—unless he finds a negative 
condition in his body? If it were reasonable for a mer
chant to wait until he was about to fail before he in
voiced his stock, it would be reasonable for us to wait 
until we were about to fail in health before we in
voiced the stock of health that we have. W e ought to 
turn within ourselves conscientiously and sincerely every 
day, that we may know to a certainty how much of 
God’s life is manifesting in us, how much of God’s 
life radiates to every cell and fiber of our organ
ism. In this way we keep ourselves manifesting a per
fect picture of life and health and vigor. It is important 
for the business man, the housewife, the professional 
man, or the laborer, to invoice his health, not only on 
the first day of January, but every day of every year.

A  merchant who is going to invoice a stock must 
know something about the value of the stock. If some 
of us were called upon to invoice a hardware store, we 
should find a great many things the use or the value 
of which we should have no idea. W e should be of 
little help in trying to invoice a stock of which we knew 
nothing. An individual cannot invoice his own health 
unless he has an idea of what health is. Health is not 
always an outer manifestation in the physical body, 
although we look to the outer manifestation as an ex-



pression of that which is within. But health manifests 
first within; health first is a state of consciousness. 
Health is the image and likeness of God within us which 
helps us to show forth a representation of him to our 
fellow men. When man understands health as being 
an inner condition, a state of mind, it is easier for him 
to recognize the expressions of it that appear in his body. 
If we can start the coming year with a healthy mind, 
with a mind resting upon all life and health inside our
selves, we may be sure that so long as we continue that 
attitude of mind the outer expression of health and vital
ity will be perfect and satisfactory. That is why it is 
necessary for us to analyze ourselves inwardly to get 
an idea of the value and the quantity of our health, in 
order to start the business of the coming year.

There are many other qualities besides health of 
which we should take stock, and they all depend upon 
the attitude of mind. Conditions are going to come to 
us during the next twelve months that will conform to 
the way in which we actually think of them. 
That does not mean that every casual thought that 
goes through our minds will find a great expression in 
the outer, although it will have an influence upon the 
outer expression. It means that the majority of our 
thoughts are going to make the majority of expressions 
that come into our lives. If one desires prosperity dur
ing the coming year, he must keep in an attitude of 
mind that will know what to do with his merchandise. 
In whatever sphere of activity one is engaged, every 
thought that goes out from him will have an effect upon 
his success during the next twelve months, and unless 
he knows the attitude of mind that he holds toward 
himself, toward his work, and toward the people to 
whom his work extends, he is taking only a partial in
ventory. He is neglecting or overlooking an important 
asset that he has within himself.

W ith how large a stock of love are most of us en-



tering the new year? How far does our love extend 
beyond ourselves? I never met a man who did not 
have some love about him. Some people manifest love 
only toward themselves, others extend the circle to let 
love manifest toward their families and their immediate 
social groups. There are others who are types of the 
man Jesus, who love everybody, because they know 
that divine love is universal and all-inclusive.

If on the first of the year a man should invoice his 
enemies, those that he considers unfriendly to him, and 
at the same time should turn within himself and invoice 
his stock of love and know his love to be great 
enough to surround and envelop all those so-called 
enemies, only a few weeks in the new year would pass 
before he would find that he had not an enemy in all 
the world. He could have no enemies because the love 
that would go out from him would be so great, so 
powerful that it would dissolve every feeling of antag
onism that might be directed against him. The quali
ties that make enmities are negative; they do not show 
the life or presence of God in them. To become free 
from enmity we need only send out sufficient love, and 
the love does the work of dissolving negative qualities. 
If one is taking stock of his resources for the coming 
twelve months, let him invoice his stock of love. If it 
seems to be narrow and personal in its possibilities or 
in its directions, then he may know that his love is not 
purely divine. But if his love is universal, if it gets so 
far away from personality that it is sent out to all of 
God’s children, then he has a real stock of divine love 
ready to bring him success and prosperity and friends 
and harmony during the coming year.

In taking an inventory of himself, each individual 
should realize that he now may have in his mind an 
exact counterpart of the condition that will express in 
the outer during the coming months. He may not see 
the outer condition until next July or next September,.



but it may be in his consciousness now. If one expects 
a year filled with abundance, freedom, courage, health, 
happiness, and harmony, it is well for him to see that 
within himself he has a splendid amount and quality 
of the materials which go to make up the attributes that 
he desires to manifest. Each person now has the entire 
stock of raw materials of which he will make his com
ing year’s prosperity. It is in him today, and whether 
he knows it or not it will come into expression in his 
outer life. The only way by which we can get away 
from guesswork and uncertainty and doubt and worry, 
and know what is coming to us in the future is to know 
the kind of materials that we have on hand with which 
our coming year is to be made.

It would be a careless manufacturer who would 
take any kind of iron or steel or other material that he 
was using and let it go through the refining processes 
and hope that it might turn out to be all right. It would 
be a very poor watch manufacturer who would manu
facture a fine spring for a watch and let any sort of 
steel go into that spring. The careful manufacturer, 
the one who continues year after year to command the 
confidence of the people at large, is the one who knows 
the kinds of raw materials that go into his products, 
knows them to be fine and good and of the type that 
should go into each particular part. In this way he 
knows that the part will be up to the standard. The 
most finely tempered steel will make a finely tempered 
spring in a watch, and poorly tempered steel can make 
no better spring than the steel of which it is made. 
When each one starts the year with a thorough invoice 
of every attitude of mind, when he knows that the 
thoughts that are permitted to take root in his mind are 
good thoughts, when he knows that he must exclude all 
negative thinking from his mind, then he can be cer
tain that his year will be successful.

Stock taking is a simple matter and yet it requires



constant watchfulness. It requires deep insight into 
one’s attitudes of mind. Comparatively few people 
pay any attention to finding out what goes on in their 
minds. Some folks are so busy trying to find out what 
goes on behind their neighbors’ doors that they have 
no time to find out what is going on within themselves. 
Sometimes people wonder why calamities or troubles 
come to them. It is more important to take stock of the 
thoughts which are permitted to pass through the mind, 
to know beforehand that negative conditions will not 
come because we have not built pictures of them within.

Taking stock teaches us to watch our thinking so 
as to think constructively. If thoughts come to us from 
some past idea, or from the outside realm of thought 
that is constantly enveloping us, if thoughts come that 
are not constructive and not in accordance with the 
idea that God made a perfect world, we will banish 
such thoughts from our minds. No matter how great 
an appearance of evil we may see in the outer we will 
say, “ I will not judge according to appearances, I will 
judge righteous judgment, and the only righteous judg
ment that I know is that God the good is all there is.” 
God manifests in every place where we have the spir
itual vision to see him manifest; he is in all circum
stances, in all conditions. Sometimes our vision is so 
obscured by our old ideas that we do not see him in a 
certain speech, a certain condition. Then it is neces
sary for us to build our thinking so as to develop a spir
itual vision which shows us the presence of God every
where.

That is the kind of stock taking that is worth while, 
and the kind that will make a successful year. It makes 
no difference if we find that we are short of constructive 
thoughts today, that we have built up negative ideas 
that have become predominant in our minds, because 
we can change our thinking; we can make our thoughts 
constructive; we can keep out all destructive thoughts



and build for ourselves perfect bodies, perfect circum
stances, perfect family relationships, and all the things 
that make for mankind the more perfect life. Let us 
take stock in that way this year and continue to know 
our inner stocks every day of every year.

THE LAW OF GIVING AND RECEIVING
To develop our natures we must give; to accomplish 

intelligently we must give; for all life in its perfect ex
pression is a scientific manifestation of the law of ex
pansion and attraction, or giving and receiving. Life 
becomes disorganized on any other basis of operation. 
All harmony is the result of this law put into effect. 
Every cause must have a related effect or result; hence 
the more you give the more you will receive, but what
ever is received will be of like quality with the thought 
which prompted the initial gift.

Mental cause and effect might be likened to respi
ration, because for everything you give, in word, thought 
or deed, you receive something in return. Every thought 
which you project into the ether brings back to you 
some possession or condition. If you give scientifically 
your generosity will never make you poor, nor will it 
pauperize those who are favored by your love.

The instant you begin to hoard what comes to you, 
or keep it for yourself alone, a congestion takes place in 
the cosmic ether around you and becomes manifest in 
your life as discord. To give without letting go in mind 
produces the same result as though you had not given at 
all, for it is the thought action which operates. The 
mind is the heart of the universe, and there must be con
tinuous, automatic, scientific activity if disorder would 
be prevented. All nature evolves by law and order, 
automatically and rhythmically; it is a constant flowing 
of everything pertaining to life and whatever interferes 
with the life current causes inharmony.— Gertrude A . 
Bradford; How to Demonstrate Health, Money, 
Friends.



G U ID A N C E  IN  T IT H IN G
W r i t t e n  b y  a  S i l e n t  U n it y  W o r k e r

i H E  question, “W hat should one do with 
his tithes?” is often asked. It has been 
answered over and over again by articles 
appearing in our periodicals, but it seems 

that the subject cannot be taken up often enough to 
satisfy our readers.

The tithe is the Lord’s share, and it should go for 
the support of his work and his ministers. It should be 
used to further the kingdom of God on earth and to 
carry Truth to the people of the earth, that they may be 
lifted out of thoughts and beliefs of sickness and poverty, 
and so be helped into healthy, prosperous conditions.

No explicit directions may be given as to how one 
should dispose of his tithes. Each one must know the 
truth and then follow the Spirit of the Lord within him 
in working it out in detail in his life and his affairs. If 
one prays earnestly for light on this matter, he will 
always know within himself just what he should do.

The object of any charitable giving or work should 
not be merely to supply a temporal need, which will 
have to be supplied again the next day, and the next. 
The object should always be to give, to the one in seem
ing need, new ideas, new inspiration and understanding, 
whereby he can come into a richer and truer and more 
creative consciousness and become capable of producing 
something or doing something that will bring his own 
supply. To accomplish this, one might at times be led 
to use a portion of his tithes.

Each person must be free to work out his problems 
according to the guidance of his own indwelling Christ. 
If we answer a question in a manner that is not exactly 
in accord with the ideas of the reader, he is quite likely 
to ask the very same question again. This is because, 
unconsciously, perhaps, he has refused to accept the



explanation given; he wants to be told that he is right, 
even though our reply made quite clear wherein he was 
in error, according to our understanding of the truth 
of the proposition. The only answer that we can give 
such a one is that he must go to the Holy Spirit within 
him to find out just what he should do. The tithes 
should not be used for self, relatives, friends, or chari
table purposes, unless one is clearly led by the Lord to 
use them for such purposes. If one is in doubt as to the 
purpose for which his tithes should be given, then it 
would be well for him to look very thoroughly into the 
matter, and find out what the will of God for him is. 
Another cannot advise him correctly.

W e believe that “God’s storehouse” is any insti
tution, person, or company of persons actively engaged 
in a spiritual ministry that is helping other persons into 
an understanding of Truth and that is aiding in the 
bringing forth of God’s kingdom upon earth.

Only the Holy Spirit within one can truly make 
clear to him that which he seeks to know. There are 
always those who are ready to receive the truths that 
are being expressed in our literature, and they get the 
message. There are also those who are seeking and 
asking, but are not sufficiently awakened to understand, 
and there are others who are still content with dwell
ing in darkness, without the light of the Christ Truth.

W e shall keep on explaining over and over again, 
from as many different angles as we can, the various 
truths that people need to understand and to put into 
practice in their lives, that they may become free from 
bondage and error. But after all, the most that we can 
do is to help our readers and students to find within them
selves the Christ, the only guide and teacher who can 
open their understanding and instruct them satisfactorily 
in Truth. When one finds the Christ within, he finds 
the answer to all his questionings, and he then becomes 
a helper of others who are still in need of explanations.



FO R M  A N D  T H E  F O R M IN G  P R IN C IP L E
E. V. I n g r a h a m

O R E  T H A N  ever before people are seek
ing to understand life and the maintenance 
of life in physical form. Some months ago 
a well-known magazine published an ar

ticle dealing with the subject. In that article were given 
some interesting facts that the scientific world has dis
covered about cell life as the medium through which 
all life is expressed. One of the most startling state
ments in this article is that cell life is potentially immortal. 
The world is becoming interested in the question of man’s 
immortality in the flesh and the way he should live in 
order to prolong his expression upon this plane.

The subject of immortality in the flesh involves end
less possibilities for speculation and research, but in a 
short article we may get a glimpse of some of the under
lying ideas pertaining to the subject.

The Scriptures teach that man shall not live by 
bread alone, but by every word proceeding out of the 
mouth of God. There is a living substance in the uni
versal ethers. Our failure to understand this substance 
and appropriate it to ourselves is one of the reasons why 
we have failed to manifest the full measure of our 
possibilities in life.

W e are inclined to think that ideas cannot be given 
dimensional form in any phase of the creative principle 
of the universe except in the manifest world which we 
call matter. W e must, however, come to understand the 
universal unformed substance and its relation to the 
manifest world before we can successfully and intelli
gently deal with the reconstruction of our minds, bodies, 
and affairs, according to the divine plan.

A t the present time there are two diverse concepts 
of matter. On the one hand is the belief that matter 
is the only reality; resulting from this belief is an ab-



solute dependence upon matter and its apparent laws. 
On the other hand is an absolute denial of the existence 
of any such thing as matter; this theory is accompanied 
by the belief that the unmanifest and intangible side of 
the universe is the only reality. Both of these concepts 
fall short of the truth.

The first concept is so obviously fallacious that it 
does not require a lengthy discussion. The fact that we 
can behold the universe in operation, should of itself 
convince us that there is an infinite, intelligent cause 
back of all material forms. It is evident that this cause 
works with a greater intelligence, exactness, and skill 
than can be found in the laws that man has evolved from 
a purely material hypothesis.

It is unreasonable to teach that things which de
mand our attention and which concern our action to 
the extent that the earth and our bodies do, can be dis
posed of by mere denial of their existence and their 
reality. If anything manifests with a sufficient degree 
of force to demand our attention, there is a logical ex
planation for its existence; for every manifestation there 
is a corresponding cause.

Cause and manifestation can be understood by the 
student if he will earnestly and open-mindedly study 
them. When he understands manifestation and the law 
which governs it, he is master of the situation; he can 
dissolve a manifestation and cause another to appear. 
Jesus Christ must have understood and referred to this 
law when he said of his body: “ Destroy this temple, 
and in three days I will raise it up.”

If a thing manifests in any degree, even though to the 
individual it may only “ appear,” there is an underly
ing, explicable cause back of it, and there is also some
thing with which it clothes itself, in order that it may 
appear. The appearance is the embodiment or formed 
expression of the forming principle.

These questions arise: W hat is the law of mani-



festation? Does manifestation really have form, or 
does it only appear to have form? Whether the mani
festation be real, or only seeming, the effect upon the in
dividual is the same, the forming principle is the same, 
and the manifestation is the same. Our ideas may 
change, but that fact has no effect upon the principle 
or upon the law by which a thing manifests.

Man is a manifestation of creative Principle, and 
by studying himself he can know something of the proc
ess of creative Principle. It would be unreasonable 
to assume that a man could do or be something without 
some sort of thought or pattern by which to shape his 
manifestation. The same is true of all things in the 
universe. True, thought is enriched by association with 
manifestation, but this truth does not controvert the 
fact that the manifestation had its inception in the 
idea. Cause and effect act and react upon each other, 
each strengthening and substantiating the other.

There must be some process back of each act and 
manifestation, and this process, we can very logically 
conclude, is thought.

Through certain processes, which need not enter into 
our discussion, the central idea assembles electrons, or 
centers of force; by building these together the idea as
sumes a body, which is eventually capable of detection 
by one or more of man’s physical senses.

Whether the manifestation be disease or health, it 
is the result of the outworking of some underlying plan, 
which we call an idea. Exactly the same electrons may 
be assembled in a cancer that were, before, in a vital 
and healthy part of the anatomy. The material of 
which both the healthy tissue and the unhealthy tissue 
are made is the same, but the nature of the plan under
neath differs.

It is obvious to even the casual observer that there 
is a “stuff” in the universe which has the capacity to 
assume form and appearance in obedience to an under-



lying, moving force. This “stuff” we choose to call 
substance. Substance is not confined to the visible. 
The visible is an assembly of elements in such a relation
ship that their activity or existence registers on man’s 
sense perceptions. Physical science bears us out in this 
theory by stating that there is as much substance in the 
air as there is in the earth. Scientific research proves 
that all the elements that are found condensed in the 
earth exist in the universal ethers.

Air affords us a good illustration of the invisible and 
visible substances. Air is usually invisible, but under 
certain influences it becomes liquid and thus visible to 
the physical eye; this process can be carried to a point 
where previously invisible air becomes a solid. In the 
first state, it is called air, in the second state, liquid air, 
and in the third state, solid air. The name “air” is ap
plied irrespective of its condition, because it is rec
ognized that the change is not in the elements which 
compose air, but in the condition or relationship of those 
elements. If air appears as a liquid or as a solid, that 
is not sufficient ground for concluding that it is no longer 
air, nor would it be logical to say that the moment it 
becomes apparent to man’s senses it becomes unreal.

Air is not unlike the “stuff” which in one way or an
other manifests itself as the visible universe. It would 
hardly be logical or scientific to deny its existence or 
reality, simply because it manifests in a state unrec
ognizable to man’s sense perception. In the illustration 
cited, air manifests as liquid or solid, when certain in
fluences are brought to bear upon it. So all manifesta
tion is but the substance of Being, molded into form and 
held in form by a mental process.

When man recognizes the law governing appear
ance he does not try to deny any form as unreal, but 
seeks to discover and to use the law by which all things 
are formed and held in shape. He then may be able 
to release any manifest form from objectionable in-



fluence; he may substitute a right influence, thereby 
creating a new form. The substance or electrons in all 
forms of matter are the same, even though they are 
conforming to different influences.

As out of the mind of man have come ideas which 
have brought the things of earth to conform to man’s 
concepts, so, in the beginning, from the mind of God 
came ideas which formed substance into worlds and into 
living beings, all partaking of and expressing the divine 
nature. Man, being endowed with the capacity to 
think, occupies such a powerful place in the universal 
scheme that he has imposed his influence upon creation, 
and, to a degree, holds it subject to his own idea. In 
this process he has distorted much of God’s creation 
and so biased his own mind that he does not understand 
or comprehend God’s creation; so he proceeds to call it 
unreal, or material.

Denial of matter neither gives man a comprehension 
of creation nor resolves the manifest world back to its 
original elements. However, denial of matter often 
so dissociates man from that which gives him form that 
he loses contact with the world and his body to such an 
extent that he returns, unclothed, or disembodied, to the 
unmanifest realm.

The man who cooperates with the principle of cre
ation realizes that his problem is not solved by his dis
sociating himself from that which appears. He realizes 
that the solution may be reached by releasing matter 
from bondage to his erroneous idea of it, allowing his 
own body and all other forms to come again under the 
original formulating force of the universe. Underneath 
all is the divine will, ever moving to sustain and to per
fect its creation, regardless of how man may have abused 
and distorted it. When the divine will is reinstated 
in our lives, it will refashion our bodies until they become 
like the glorified Christ body, and the earth will present



the glory and perfection of the heavens, the real sub
stance of God, which shows forth his handiwork.

A t first we may not comprehend this great question 
of spiritual substance, but such an understanding is not 
absolutely necessary in the first steps of our work. Just 
as all other things become more tangible through our as
sociation with them, so will substance, both manifest 
and unmanifest, become more tangible to us as we think 
about it, associate with it, and appropriate it into our 
very beings.

To start with, it is enough to know that there is a 
great sea of substance in us, through us, and around us, 
out of which all visible things have been formed. Our 
very bodies and the earth itself are but the visible mani
festations of this substance. W e live, not. alone by the 
visible substance which we eat as food, but by the in
visible substance which we may appropriate through a 
right application of our own creative powers.

It is well for one to spend some time each day in 
realizing his oneness with the omnipresent substance of 
Spirit. Because of that oneness, he can appropriate to 
himself the very food of the gods. By building this 
virgin substance into one’s being, one is fed in a new 
way and builds flesh of a new and higher quality. 
The following affirmations will help one to make this 
process real in his mind and to bring his highest ideals 
forth into manifestation.

The light of divine presence is formed in me in living 
substance, and I  am created anew.

The substance of God is now formed in me as the 
radiant body through which my highest ideals find ex
pression.

/  am fed and nourished by the eternal substance of 
Spirit, which now flows to me from everywhere.

Let all my flesh be transformed into radiant spiritual 
substance like the perfect flesh made of the Word of 
Cod.



T H E  F O O T P R IN T S O F JE H O V A H

W i l l i a m  S. E l d r e d g e

ROM  T H E  cradle of a baby to the burning 
throne of a solar system, look where or 
how we will, we behold the footprints of 
Jehovah. W e wake and sleep, play and 

strive, in the very heart of Jehovah. Every fresh rev
elation of science leads only to Jehovah. Every pro
gressive intuition of Truth is an added illumination of 
Jehovah. The arm of faith that strengthens us for 
any endeavor is girded with the power of Jehovah. The 
flowers, in colorful witchery, reflect the beauty of Je
hovah. The carols of the birds and the rustlings of ripe 
cornfields sound the praises of Jehovah. The crystal, 
the plant, the animal, the wind, the wave, and man, in 
myriad forms, thrill with the life of Jehovah. W her
ever we go we walk with Jehovah, although our fleshly 
sight may be dim and our sense mind may comprehend 
him but faintly.

O Jehovah, how manifold are thy works I
In wisdom hast thou made them all;
The earth is full of thy riches.

Slowly but surely man is breaking through the bar
riers of sense knowledge and is coming into his heritage 
of divine understanding. It may be a seed which has 
rested in the silence of the tomb for many years, and 
now under the magic of moist soil and sunshine springs 
up as a tender shoot, a vine, a flower of hope, which 
directs man to his Creator and teaches him the indestruct
ibility of life.

W ho has not been entranced by the fairies of sup
ply that insoul a kernel of wheat? W e know that one 
kernel of wheat, impressed by the footprints of Jehovah 
and governed in its growth by his fostering laws, can 
so multiply as to feed a world. Thus we discern the



footprints of Jehovah in the kernel of wheat, and we 
perceive that the farmer in his sowings and his reapings 
is dealing with divine life and bringing it into larger ex
pression.

Shall we not, then, trust the expression of divine life 
that is manifesting in us to the tender care of our 
heavenly Father, in the full assurance that in due time 
it will be brought into glorious fruition? And shall we 
not view the varied experiences of life as moist soil 
and sunshine which minister to our growth and well
being? W hat if shadows do compass us about and the 
processes of our growth at times seem wrought in dark
ness? W e know that shadows endure but for a night 
and that by our own willfulness and lack of divine 
understanding we have drawn them to us, that through 
their lessons we may ascend to the heights of our real 
being.

“Who steals my purse steals trash;” but he who 
pollutes the fountain of my life with fear and unbelief 
may for a time quench its hopes and despoil it of beauty 
and gladness— until my soul learns to cleanse itself 
of error thoughts.

By searching diligently we behold the footprints of 
the omnipresent Jehovah graven in life, even in the 
foundations of the everlasting hills. As all true religion, 
so all true science unlocks the chambers that contain the 
secrets of Jehovah. “Surely the Lord Jehovah will do 
nothing, except he reveal his secret unto his servants.” 
Brave souls in their search after Truth welcome the care
ful deductions of science, and encourage its study under 
the guidance of spiritual intuition, always remembering 
that “now we see in a mirror, darkly,” and that what
ever may seem defective, to our progressing vision, will 
in due time be allocated to its proper place.

“ Now I know in part; but then shall I know fully.” 
It is as though in a great unmarked puzzle map of the 
world, a child who was just beginning the study of



geography drew out of a confused jumble of pieces 
an irregular block that represented a precinct and en
deavored to construct a world around it. Before he 
completed his task much study and rearranging of pieces 
would be necessary.

W e often become too tense and take ourselves too 
seriously in our efforts to make a skull from Patagonia 
or a bone from elsewhere fit into the old theological con
ception of creation. “God is Spirit.” His universe is a 
spiritual universe, and whatever is true in its outward 
expression has ministered to the progressive purposes 
of the Almighty. When all the parts of the universe 
are assembled and rightly placed we shall find that 
every part matches to a nicety all the other parts, making 
one transcendent unity. Jehovah’s plan is perfect, by 
whatever name it is called, arrange the pieces as we will.

A t best we are but children of Infinity. As chil
dren we need to cease our striving more often than we 
do, and to call upon our heavenly Father for help, even 
as the little child with the great puzzle map would call 
on his earthly father to help him straighten out the tangle 
before him. W e should always remember that any seem
ing tangle is in us, never in the divine plan.

Let us turn briefly to those exquisite flowers of the 
ocean and the sky, the snowflakes. Job asks: “Hast 
thou entered the treasuries of the snow?” W e behold 
the footprints of Jehovah in the bridal veils of winter, 
born of the union of two wondrous gasses, distilled by 
the sun into vapor and wooed by him to a home in the 
clouds, chilled by the north wind into glistening blossoms 
of geometrical perfection. This bridal veil falls like 
the foam of angel lakes on the lands of the just and the 
unjust, covering with its cold-warm blanket the tender 
roots of grains and grasses, lulling them into a gentle 
sleep and protecting them from the destroying cold, until 
the blanket is dissolved again into soft moisture by the 
south wind. Then, by a chemistry whose processes are



hidden in the sunshine and the sap, the plant life ex
tracts from the ozone and the earth the sweetness, the 
colors, and the nourishment that fill all fruits and grains 
and living things with strength and beauty.

He who follows the circuit of the snow walks in the 
shining footprints of Jehovah all the way, studies in the 
school of unselfish service to all, and enriches his own 
soul with heaven’s choicest gifts: order, happiness, 
beauty.

Order, happiness, beauty—they form a divine tri
angle that should manifest in every life and in all our 
studies and our teachings. Order is beauty, and the 
beautiful alone is enduring. Whatever tends to lessen 
the charm and the beauty of life is false and untrust
worthy. “He hath made everything beautiful.”

If disorder is manifesting in our lives, our surround
ings, or our philosophies, it is because “all have sinned, 
and fall short of the glory of God;” that is, we have 
missed the mark in our thinking, and because we are 
not thinking rightly we fail to reap the rewards of 
right thinking. The “philosophy of despair,” that is 
being taught in some of our centers of education, is an 
absurdity to the one who recognizes that the mind of 
Ood rules in all his infinite universe and that all things 
are working together to manifest divine perfection un
ceasingly.

Order has well been called the first law of heaven, 
harmony, happiness; and the first lesson that Truth 
students must learn is to set their minds in order—very 
often a hard lesson. The processes of disorderly think
ing have gone on for so many ages that it is not the 
work of a day or a year to reverse them. Learning to 
think correctly means constant, persistent striving. It 
may mean— and most frequently it does mean— a com
plete transformation in the outward expression of life, in
stilling in one a regard for punctuality, neatness, sys
tem, detail; in the arrangement of his clothing; in the



conduct of his business; in the planning of his time; 
in the tasteful adornment and care of his home; and 
in the using of his talents and means to the glory 
of God.

Some of these changes may seem trivial at the first 
glance, but every one of them is of vital importance. 
As strong winds denude portions of fields of their pro
tecting snow and leave the tender roots to be dwarfed 
or to perish in the cold, so disorderly thinking—which 
always manifests in outward correspondences of disorder 
—thwarts our spiritual progress.

“God is light, and in him is no darkness at all.” 
All thinking that does not emanate from the God center 
of light within us is disorderly thinking, and orderly 
conclusions never rise from disorderly premises. The 
footprints of Jehovah are graven in life, in order, in 
beauty, and in happiness, in every atom in his infinite 
universe. W e may blindfold our spiritual sight and 
stumble around in paths of self-imposed darkness, think
ing and experiencing disorder, sickness, want, and 
misery, yet when we are fully surfeited with sadness and 
fear we shall at length tear the bandages of ignorance 
and sorrow from our eyes to find that we are children 
of the light. Then, indeed, all our ways will become 
ways of pleasantness and all our paths will be peace.

PERCEIVING TRUTH 
I believe that our Lord had the most scientific spirit 

of any person that ever lived, and I believe that his 
love of the quality of insight is love of that quality 
which today, and, indeed, more than ever today, makes 
the supreme scientist. It is the quality which differenti
ates the student from the genius, the writer from the 
poet, the workman from the craftsman, the toiler from 
the creator; it is that quality of perceiving truth even 
in the face of that which appears to be conflicting evi
dence.— A . Maude Roy den.



ACTIVITY O F T R U T H  IN  T H E  H O M E

M ary P arrish

O U SE K E E PIN G  and home-making are 
apparently the most thankless jobs in the 
world. This is because the recompense 
for such services comes in a way that is not 

or even recognized, in an outer way. If 
housewives and mothers were to be offered compen
sation for their services, all the money in the world could 
not adequately compensate them. Loving service, un
derstanding sympathy, untiring devotion, and the many, 
many other qualities which a wife and mother is called 
upon to employ in her home are beyond monetary value.

No matter what the architecture, the surroundings, 
or the furnishings may be, a house will not be a real 
home unless there are present within its walls those spirit
ual qualities which produce that feeling of peace and 
harmony and love and joy and cooperation that we 
call a “home atmosphere.” It is not easy to find words 
to explain just what we mean by “home atmosphere,” 
but how keenly its absence is felt in the home where 
these qualities are not manifest! W ho can feel any 
“home atmosphere” where there is constant scolding, 
nagging, faultfinding, and criticism?

It is not a difficult matter to trace strife, war, blood
shed, and anarchy to unhappy, inharmonious homes. 
This may seem a broad statement, but one can readily 
see that such things are the outgrowth of hatred, con-

reckoned.



demnation, blame, criticism, and oppression, too often 
fostered in the bosom of the family. The home and 
the members of the family group take on the quality of 
the prevailing thought that is held there. The quality 
of the nation comes out of the homes of the nation. The 
mother who is teaching her children the fundamental 
principles of Truth, and who is seeking to demonstrate 
peace and harmony and patience in her own life, is 
doing far more for the establishment of world peace 
and the abolishment of the many crimes, details of 
which confront us daily on the front pages of our news
papers, than any institution in the universe.

Shall we not then, make it an issue to express in our 
homes and home relationships more of the love and 
tolerance and patience and peace that characterized 
the life and works of Jesus Christ? Through building 
up the activities of Truth in the home, we shall speed 
the ushering in of the new order of things proclaimed by 
Jesus, wherein all shall be peace, harmony, love, joy, 
and eternal life and happiness.

TORCHBEARERS 
It will be seen, then, how useless it is for us to rest 

on our oars, leaving it for Christ to put everything right 
when he again appears. On us is laid the duty and high 
privilege of preparing the way of the Lord. W e, that 
is, all of us who read this magazine, and others, are to 
be torchbearers of the new age. First, in our inner life, 
where every thought is brought into captivity to Christ, 
and the whole of our nature brought into conformity 
with the inherent divine order. Second, in our outward 
life, wherein we reflect the Christ who dwells within 
us.— Science of Thought Review.

W hat thing thou lovest most, thou mak’st its nature thine. 
Earthly, if that be earth; if that be God, divine.

— Trench.



U N IT Y  A P P L IE D

A lice L. R u t h

H A V E  just returned from a musical re
cital given by a well-known instructor, in 
which three sisters, ranging in age from 
thirteen to seventeen years, gave an hour’s 

entertainment of classical piano selections. The au
dience was so appreciative of the fine music that not only 
were the young ladies called back, but the call was 
sent out for the parents, who appeared in response to the 
insistent demand of the assembly.

The instructor, who had been for years engaged in 
the work, remarked that it was quite unusual to find 
girls as young as these able to fill an entire program.

This was all very gratifying to me for I recalled 
my first acquaintance with this family, which occurred 
only four years ago. These young ladies were chil
dren then, and their mother, a Unity student, was eager 
to prove the truth in finances as she had proved it in 
health. Their father was a wage earner. Their home 
was quite unpretentious, and the father wanted to have 
it painted; there were other wants that were more 
pressing.

The mother rejoiced greatly when the father began 
to show an interest in Truth. There was little in ap
pearances to encourage him at that time, for his fel
low workers at the factory were worrying over the 
business outlook and predicting a reduction in wages or 
a shutting down of the plant. But this father had been 
reading Unity and he decided to accept the teaching 
that we attract to us the thing that we think about. In 
conformity with this law he denied the undesirable ap
pearances and affirmed prosperity. His prosperous think
ing brought the sure result: While the mill was forced 
to run for a season on less than full time and the calamity



prophets were dismissed or worked at reduced pay, 
just as they expected, he was promoted to a better posi
tion with increased salary. Thus it occurred that the 
home of our Unity friends was remodeled, enlarged, 
painted, and made convenient and beautiful. The 
girls were given music lessons, and a car was purchased, 
which added much to their pleasure.

The girls did excellent work at school; claiming 
God as their intelligence, they mastered their problems. 
The eldest is now a high school graduate; the other two 
are in high school. A  spirit of harmony prevails in the 
family, for all are trying to apply the law; they work 
as a unit for their every attainment and rejoice in all 
the good that comes their way.

It is so clear that the improved situation of this family 
has been wrought by applying the principles taught in 
Unity, that I write of the case for the inspiration it may 
be to others. It may be said that many people who 
know nothing of Truth have demonstrated financial 
success, but this is the sure way, the righteous way.

Picture what this family would have been without 
this practice of Truth principles. If the father had 
continued to see disaster as his associates saw it, he 
would have missed the prosperity that made possible the 
musical achievement of his daughters, the satisfactory 
home, the car—the things that make active endeavor a 
joy.

The mother’s patient effort to maintain harmony 
and order in the home is a factor that should not be un
dervalued, for a spirit of discord and disorder is a formi
dable barrier to prosperity. The united effort counts.

Truth principles cannot be monopolized; every one 
can use them and get satisfactory results.

Wisdom and goodness are twin-born, one heart 
Must hold both sisters, never seen apart.

— Coivper.



A TALK TO  W IV E S A N D  M O T H E R S

T h e o d o s ia  D e W i t t  S c h o b e r t

SH O U LD  like to express some helpful 
thoughts to wives and mothers in the home. 
Those who are seeking earnestly to un
derstand and practice Truth, and at the 

same time to keep in harmonious relationship with mem
bers of the family who may not be kindly disposed to
ward healing, regenerating thoughts, are often brought 
face to face with problems that tax their love and pa
tience to the utmost. Especially is this true when the 
objecting member of the household is the husband and 
father.

It seems that in many cases men are slower to enter 
whole-heartedly into the things of Spirit than are women. 
However, whether it is the husband or the wife who is 
the Truth student, it is usually the work of that one, to 
a great extent at least, ‘‘to keep the unity of the Spirit 
in the bond of peace” in the home life.

In the search for escape from conditions that seem 
to limit one’s spiritual expression and unfoldment, the 
temptation to separate oneself outwardly from the of
fending person sometimes arises. But separation is not 
the thing that is really desired; true freedom does not 
come in this way. No one can run away from error ex
periences, nor can he overcome them by separating him
self from the individual whom he erroneously thinks to 
be the obstacle in his path.

If any of you should be passing through an experi
ence of this kind, allow me to call to your attention a 
very important truth, a fundamental point in overcoming, 
a truth that is dwelt upon much in the Unity teaching. It 
is that we, ourselves, are our only enemies, our only 
stumblingblocks. The cause of every condition in our 
lives exists within ourselves.



This statement may at first thought appear untrue 
to some persons who seem to be suffering much at the 
hands of other individuals, apparently through no fault 
of their own, yet it is one of the facts of existence. The 
sooner we accept it and face our lives anew in this 
knowledge, the sooner will our deliverance come. No 
condition in the outer can trouble one in whose con
sciousness there are no beliefs, fears, or thoughts which 
open the way for that troublesome condition to come into 
his life and to stay there. Let us become firmly estab
lished in this truth and always look within first for the 
solution of the problem. Then we shall be given wis
dom to meet it in the outer.

There are times when love and wisdom in us will 
cause us to realize that the seeming tares must be al
lowed to grow with the wheat for a time, in the life 
of a dearly loved one, before the tares can be rooted 
up without pulling up the wheat also. The tares may 
be something that affects our own lives very closely. 
Perhaps we doubt whether we shall make spiritual 
progress while we allow the tares to grow; we may 
need love, patience, and heroism to “endure to the 
end” of this seeming error.

In time of stress we must be very faithful to our 
“silent hours”-—or moments, if we have only moments 
to give. W e must commune much with the Father, that 
our own and our dear ones’ perfection may be daily 
realized. When the error is entirely erased from our 
minds and our hearts so that it no longer burdens us, 
when we are thoroughly cleansed of the thoughts or the 
beliefs that have connected us with the manifestation 
of the thing that we have desired to overcome, the 
error will pass out of manifestation in our outer world. 
W e shall be delivered, and in the majority of cases 
our deliverance also will mean a real victory for the 
loved one.

Women live more from the heart and the soul.



and so seem to be more responsive than men to religious 
impulses. But men excel in wisdom. From their daily 
contact with the business world, and from their habits 
of thinking rationally about things, instead of being 
guided by their feelings, they acquire much practical 
reasonableness to which wives might well pay more 
attention.

W e must have our high ideals, our spiritual vision- 
ings; we need also to make these ideals practical in our 
everyday lives. W e are living on the earth, in bodies 
which as yet manifest more or less of the flesh. W e 
cannot redeem our bodies and the earth unless we 
keep our feet on terra firma and bring our ideals into 
outer expression and manifestation in a useful, normal 
way.

Women are not always inclined to be practical; 
they prefer to soar, to dream, to build wonderful spirit
ual air castles, rather than to live and to work prac
tically. Many men may recognize this tendency within 
themselves also, and may find a helpful thought in what 
I have written.

I am beginning to realize, after having lived with 
my husband for more than sixteen years, that he has 
many good, sensible ideas which I find very helpful 
and practical in my spiritual life, as well as in my outer 
life. I used to undervalue his wisdom somewhat. Per
haps this was because he did not always express just 
the kind of views that I wanted him to express; his words 
sometimes had a dampening effect on my zealousness to 
do great things spiritually, to the neglect of those duties 
which I looked upon as belonging more to the material 
world. But I am learning and growing, I hope; and 
some of the things which I am partly realizing may give 
inspiration and new impetus to some one else.

Keep the mental soul of your home enriched with 
true and loving thoughts.— Selected.



LETTER FROM A MOTHER

I have been taught in your literature about eating 
divine ideas. When invoking a blessing before eating, 
I always ask to be fed with pure spiritual Substance, 
transmutation of food, and spiritual ideas of purity, 
truth, and love.

One day I was eating pears with my children; I 
asked them what ideas we might eat with this fruit, and 
this is what we were given:

The Wisdom of Cod, that conceived its perfection, 
lusciousness, and the power to feed and to sustain.

The Love of Cod, that brought it forth for use in 
its richness of flavor and pleasure to the taste.

Perfection, for it was brought forth perfectly.
Understanding, for did it not come forth a pear 

and not another fruit?
Strength, to come to maturity, not dwarfed or 

blighted.
Life, containing seeds to reproduce.
Purpose, to give pleasure and enjoyment as well as 

substance.
Faith in itself, to come to perfection.
W e often say: “Oh, this is a plate of good deeds, 

kind actions, good words!”—Mrs. C. I.

There are those who want to get away from all 
their past; who if they could, would fain begin all over 
again. Their life seems one long failure. But you 
must learn, you must let God teach you, that the only 
way to get rid of your past is to get a future out of it. 
— Phillips Broods.

The instruction received at the mother’s knee, and 
the paternal lessons, together with the pious and sweet 
souvenirs of the fireside, are never effaced entirely from 
the soul.— Lamennais.



MOTHERHOOD DEPARTMENT

WOMAN’S ARTISTRY

R a e  M c F a r l a n d  B i c k n e l l

I cannot paint a picture, but I can mold a life—
The little life that lies beneath my heart—

To be a thing of beauty rare that I may view with 
pride,

My contribution to the world of art.

1 cannot sing a sonnet, but I can tune a soul 
To harmonize in God’s eternal theme.

My child shall be a living song of ecstasy and praise, 
A  glorious fulfillment of my dream.

I cannot build a temple of wood, or brick, or stone, 
An edifice to rise aboye the clod;

But I can lay foundations for a temple grander far, 
For I, a woman, co-create with God.

Loomis, Calif.— You may discontinue your prayers 
for me, as I gave birth to a beautiful baby boy last night, 
with peace, joy, and safety. I thank God and Unity with 
all my heart.— Mrs. H. S. S.

Monroe, Ore.— I am happy to tell you that I am well. 
I have none of the so-called symptoms or ailments of preg
nancy. My mind is serene and untroubled. I thank you 
for your help.— A. M. P.

St. Louis, Mo.— My baby had had a severe cough for 
about three months. After I wrote to Unity, the cough 
left him. He began to talk, and he is more contented than 
ever before. I surely thank God and Unity.— Mrs. O. D.

Neu) Orleans, La.— I want to express my sincere thanks 
for your prayers for my baby. He was very ill and suffered 
much, but the very day I wrote you he became quieter, and 
now he seems to be perfectly well. He has been gaining 
in weight each week. I consider this a wonderful demon
stration of divine healing.— Mrs. ]. B. L.



OUR PAGE OF BLESSINGS
“Before thou eatest pause and raise 

Thy thoughts to heaven in grateful praise.’*

A NEW YEAR’S BLESSING

As the light of the past flickers and goes out and 
the forms of yesterday are melted into meaningless 
heaps, may all that has been unlovely pass from your 
life.

The new of an eternal creation is ever at the portals 
of your being. May the light of a new faith bring to 
you its fulfillment.—E. V. 1.

Praise God from whom all blessings flow; 
Thy blessing on this food bestow,
May thine be every thought I think,
I, to thy glory, eat and drink.

All the food in this house is spiritual substance and 
strength, and in the name of my indwelling Lord, 
Jesus Christ, I eat and drink of the unlimited, inex
haustible, omnipresent, spiritual substance and strength 
to the glory of God, my loving, all-good, all-providing 
Father.

As we partake of the food before us let us remember 
that we give it the quality of our thought, and so eat 
in joy and thanksgiving that we may keep our temple 
whole and acceptable to the Lord.

Father, I thank thee that thou hast opened the 
eyes of my understanding to see the light of thy glory.

Thy word contains the bread of life. Speak Thy 
word, that we be fed with that which eternally satisfies 
all hunger.



THE CHRIST SPIRIT
The following excerpts from exchanges are evidence of how the 

Christ principles are being put into practice in various parts of the 
world.

PRAYER
“Do not pray to bring things to pass; pray to see 

things that are already in the Kingdom,” is the advice 
of Glenn Clark, professor of English at Macalester Col
lege, in an article entitled “The Soul’s Sincere Desire,” 
which appeared in the Atlantic Monthly for August, 
1924. W e quote, with permission, the following ex
tracts from Professor Clark’s article:

Let me stand in the market place with the physical cul- 
turists and demand, as they demand, fifteen minutes of your 
time every day for two months. And while I hesitate to prom
ise, as they promise, that at the end of that time you will find 
yourself a new man, this I can say: At the end of that time 
you will find yourself in a new world. You will find 
yourself in a friendly universe, where religion will no longer 
be a thing to be believed or disbelieved, a thing to be worn 
or cast off, but where religion will be a part of life as 
blood is a part of the body. . . .

Let us take then as our model the zeal and steadfastness 
of the physical culturist and utilize it in the field of the 
spirit. To associate these two fields in our minds will 
prove very helpful for our present purpose, for a prayer 
should be for the spirit exactly what calisthenics should be 
for the body— something to keep one in tune, fit, vital, ef
ficient, and constantly ready for the next problem of life.

Now what are the underlying principles in Walter 
Camp’s Daily Dozen?

1. The first principle is that the man shall stretch his 
muscles, as the caged lion stretches, whenever he can. . . . 
One should first of all stretch the mind to take in God, not 
a one-sided, two-sided, or a three-sided view of God, but 
all  . . .

2. The next principle underlying the daily dozen, as 
well as all other good setting-up exercises, is to breathe 
deeply and freely. . . . breathing out the old waste



poisons and breathing in the new clear life from the atmos
phere which surrounds us. This should be the second step in 
our prayer. We should pray out the bad and pray in the 
good; dismiss from our minds the trouble which seems im
minent and restate emphatically the great promises of God; 
forgive the sinner and accept forgiveness for the sin.

3. The final phase of these exercises is that they should 
be kept up steadily, daily, until the habit of deep breathing 
has been transferred to the nervous system; in other words 
until it becomes an automatic habit. . . . This is also the 
goal of all true prayer—to make the “stretching” of the mind 
to see God a continuous habit all through the day . . . 
This is in accord with St. Paul’s admonition, “Pray without 
ceasing.” . . .

The first phase— the expanding of the mind to take 
in all of God— is given very briefly in these short half
minute prayers . . . “The Lord is my shepherd,” “Our 
Father who art in heaven, hallowed be thy name.” Think 
of what the words “shepherd” and “Father” imply!

The second phase of prayer, the denial and affirmation, 
is suggested figuratively in the Psalm by “Thy rod and thy 
staff,” and the actual denials are given in very clear-cut 
form: “ I shall not want,” and “I shall fear no evil.” Each 
of these is followed by a series of affirmations. . . .

The third phase— that is, keeping the prayer thought as 
a continuing force throughout the day— is suggested very 
beautifully in both the examples we are using: “Surely good
ness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life, 
and I will dwell in the house of the Lord forever;” “Thy 
kingdom come, thy will be done, in earth as it is in heaven.” 
You can see in these statements a realization of the 
kingdom here and now, about us, in whatever activity we 
may be engaged.

How then shall we apply these principles to our own 
prayers? Perhaps some examples may help here. The fol
lowing may open your eyes a wee bit to the possibilities you 
yourself might work out in prayer.

I . S t r e t c h in g  t h e  m in d  t o  t a k e  in  a l l  o f  g o d .
1. Our heavenly Father, we know that thy love is as 

infinite as the sky is infinite, and thy ways of manifesting 
that love are as uncountable as the stars of the heavens.

2. Thy power is greater than man’s horizon, and thy 
ways of manifesting that power are more numerous than 
the sands of the sea.



3. Thy wisdom is greater than all hidden treasures, 
and yet as instantly available for our needs as the very 
ground beneath our feet.

4. Thy joy is brighter than the sun at noonday and 
thy ways of expressing that joy as countless as the sunbeams 
that shine upon our path.

5. Thy peace is closer than the atmosphere that wraps 
us around, and as inescapable as the very air we breathe.

6. Thy Spirit is as pure as the morning dew, and yet 
as impervious to all that is unlike itself as the diamond 
which the dew represents.

7. As thou keepest the stars in their courses, so shalt 
thou guide our steps in perfect harmony, without clash or 
discord of any kind, if we but keep our trust in thee. For 
we know thou shalt keep him in perfect peace whose mind is 
stayed on thee, because he trusteth in thee. We know that 
if we but acknowledge thee in all our ways, that thou shalt 
direct our paths. . . .

I I  T h e  d e e p  b r e a t h in g  o f  t h e  s o u l .
Before it is possible to breathe, one must be surrounded 

by atmosphere and atmosphere must be in one. Likewise, 
before it is possible to commune with God, which is a more 
conventional way of characterizing the deep breathing of 
the soul, one must know that God surrounds all and God is 
in all; that the kingdom of heaven is here and now. . . .

Without question the very finest examples of this 
rhythmic communion with God are to be found in the 
Psalms of the Old Testament. . . .

What I wish to see is the bringing of the psalm back 
in the form and manner that the old psalmists themselves 
made use of as a frank and spontaneous improvisation in 
the presence of a real need, an imminent calamity, a present 
sorrow— an actual outpouring of that particular need, 
trouble, or sorrow upon the outstretched arms of God, and 
the breathing in of his healing peace, comfort, and love. 
Such spontaneous psalms were in themselves prayers— the 
finest and purest examples of prayer that the world has ever 
seen, of prayer which is dynamic and healing, of prayer 
which is a real communion with God. . . .

Marvelous results will come if one will turn in thought 
to God and heaven, deny the existence in heaven of the 
wrong thing felt or thought, and then realize that in God 
and heaven the opposite condition prevails. One must dis-



miss from his mind completely the thought that the wrong 
thing felt or seen is permanent, and then follow iastantly 
with the realization that the opposite condition exists here 
and now.

For money troubles, realize: There is no want in 
heaven, and turn in thought to 1,2, and 7 in Exercise I.

For poor health, realize: There is no sickness in heaven, 
and affirm 1, 7, 6, 2, and 5. . . .

For happiness: There is no unhappiness in heaven, and 
affirm 1, 4, and 5.

THESE SIGNS SHALL FOLLOW THOSE WHO 
BELIEVE

“The power is not in me; it is the Lord working 
through me who is able to cure you of your infirmities.” 
These are the words of S. J. McConnell, who recently 
conducted healing services in London, Ontario, Canada. 
The following extracts are taken from the London Free 
Press:

Almost immediately after Mr. McConnell had ministered 
to the white-haired woman afflicted with muscular rheuma
tism she arose and said in a loud voice:

“For years I have been suffering from intense pains from 
head to foot, but now, thank God, my faith has restored 
my health. I haven’t a pain in my whole body and feel 
perfectly well.” . . .

A partial cure was . . . made in the case of a young 
woman who was apparently suffering from paralysis in her 
right limbs. She was anointed like the others and then 
prayed over for about five minutes. At the end of that time 
she obeyed the preacher’s injunction to raise her right arm 
as well as her left and finally she was induced to walk part 
way down the platform.

From the standpoint of the spectators the most inspiring 
and stimulating event of the evening was the cure of a young 
woman who had come toward the front with a marked limp. 
As the preacher worked over her she moved both her lower 
limbs spasmodically. When asked to stand up she almost 
leaped from her seat and smiled joyfully as she walked some 
distance. Then with a wild flourish of the arms she jumped 
down the steps at the front of the platform and half ran and 
half walked to her seat.



SUNDAY LESSONS
L e s s o n  2, J a n u a r y  11, 1925.

Unity Subject—JU D G M E N T  A N D  T H E  E V E R 
P R E S E N T  LIFE.

International Subject—T H E  L A ST  JU D G M E N T . 
— Matt. 25:31-46.

31. But when the Son of man shall come in his glory, 
and all the angels with him, then shall he sit on the throne 
of his glory:

32. And before him shall be gathered all the nations: 
and he shall separate them one from another, as the shepherd 
separateth the sheep from the goats;

33. And he shall set the sheep on his right hand, but 
the goats on the left.

34. Then shall the King say unto them on his right 
hand. Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom 
prepared for you from the foundation of the world:

35. For I was hungry, and ye gave me to eat; I was 
thirsty, and ye gave me drink; I was a stranger, and 
ye took me in;

36. Naked, and ye clothed me; I was sick, and ye 
visited me; I was in prison, and ye came unto me.

37. Then shall the righteous answer him, saying. Lord, 
when saw we thee hungry, and fed thee? or athirst, and gave 
thee drink?

38. And when saw we thee a stranger, and took thee 
in? or naked, and clothed thee?

39. And when saw we thee sick, or in prison, and 
came unto thee?

40. And the King shall answer and say unto them. 
Verily I say unto you, Inasmuch as ye did it unto one of 
these my brethren, evert these least, ye did it unto me.

41. Then shall he say also unto them on the left hand. 
Depart from me, ye cursed, into the eternal fire which is 
prepared for the devil and his angels:

42. For I was hungry, and ye did not give me to eat; 
I was thirsty, and ye gave me no drink;



43. I was a stranger, and ye took me not in; naked, 
and ye clothed me not; sick, and in prison, and ye visited 
me not.

44. Then shall they also answer, saying, Lord, when 
saw we thee hungry, or athirst, or a stranger, or naked, or 
sick, or in prison, and did not minister unto thee?

45. Then shall he answer them, saying. Verily I say 
unto you. Inasmuch as ye did it not unto one of these least, 
ye did it not unto me.

46. And these shall go away into eternal punishment: 
but the righteous into eternal life.

G o l d e n  T e x t — Inasmuch as ye did it unto one 
of these my brethren, even these least, ye did it unto me. 
— Matt. 25:40.

S i l e n t  P r a y e r — M ij life is hid with Christ in Cod,, 
and the fullness of the kingdom is now mine.

The Son of God is Christ, the Divine Idea man. 
The son of man is Adam, the expression of the Lord 
God. When it dawns upon the son of man that he is 
in reality the Son of God, a higher consciousness is born 
in him; he rules instead of being ruled. This is sym
bolically pictured: “the Son of man shall . . .  sit on 
the throne of his glory.”

When the light of divine understanding begins to> 
shine in consciousness, the glory causes a quickening of 
discrimination. Truth is the standard; all motives, 
thoughts, and acts that do not chord therewith are de
nied, and those that do are affirmed. This is the sepa
ration symbolized by the separation of the sheep from 
the goats.

The belief that the Lord here prophesied that there 
would be a great day of judgment at some future time 
still holds with many Christians, but the foremost of 
Bible commentators says in a recent work: “That 
there is a day of judgment is a fact, but it is difficult, 
and not so important, to decide the exact nature or time 
of the coming of the Lord to judgment.” It is said in



Matt. 24:34 that “This generation shall not pass away, 
till all these things be accomplished,” and the prophecy 
is repeated in Mark and in Luke; again in Matt. 16 
are the words: “There are some of them that stand here, 
who shall in no wise taste of death, till they see the Son 
of man coming in his kingdom,” and “the Son of man 
shall come in the glory of his Father with his angels; 
and then shall he render unto every man according to 
his deeds.”

To the metaphysician this is so clearly the pointing 
out of the necessity of a separation between the good 
and the evil in consciousness that it is not profitable 
to discuss for a moment any other meaning. The king
dom inherited from the foundation of the world is the 
kingdom within, which Jesus referred to when he lo
cated heaven within man.

Jesus taught that service is the test of value. “He 
that is greatest among you shall be your servant.” In 
this lesson, service is the one thing counted as good. In 
every department of life we find that the things that 
best serve us are considered most valuable. This is true 
in the mechanical, in the moral, and in the intellectual 
worlds. In choosing the emotions and the thoughts upon 
which human consciousness and all that comes out of it 
are founded, we should make service the standard.

Man should not be servant of appetite, passion, or 
thought, but these should all serve him and minister to 
him. The righteous servants of mind and body should 
be given greater power, because they minister in all ways 
to man while he is yet bound in sense consciousness. 
The body is built and sustained by the serving forces 
of nature, and in every function of the organism they are 
clothing, feeding, healing, and giving life and strength 
to mind and to body. All this is being done by the 
forces of nature without thought that they are building 
a temple for the soul. When the higher self comes into 
dominion and recognizes the service of these silent



workers, they are surprised at being set at the right hand 
and told that when they served the body, which is 
brother of the mind, they were at the same time serving 
the Christ.

The goats, the adverse states of thought, are sent 
into the “age-abiding fire” (as translated by Rother
ham). This implies purification, but not necessarily 
punishment. But there is disappointment, and, to the 
“unprofitable servant, . . . weeping and the gnashing 
of teeth.”

QUESTIONS

1. Who is the Son of God? The son of man?
2. W hat happens when it dawns on man that he is 

the son of God?
3. W hat is the separation symbolized by the sepa

ration of the sheep from the goats?
4. Is there a day of judgment? If so, when is it 

and what does it signify in consciousness?
5. W hat did Jesus teach as the true test of value?

L esson 3, J anuary 18, 1925.

Unity Subject—A P P R O P R IA T IO N  O F D IV IN E  
L IF E  A N D  SU BSTA NCE.

International Subject—T H E  L O R D ’S S U P P E R .— 
— Luke 22:14-23.

1 4. And when the hour was come, he sat down, and 
the apostles with him.

1 5. And he said unto them, With desire I have de
sired to eat this passover with you before I suffer:

16. For I say unto you, I shall not eat it, until it be 
fulfilled in the kingdom of God.

1 7. And he received a cup, and when he had given 
thanks, he said. Take this, and divide it among yourselves:

18. For I say unto you, I shall not drink from hence
forth of the fruit of the vine, until the kingdom of God shall 
come.

19. And he took bread, and when he had given thanks.



he brake it, and gave to them, saying, This is my body 
which is given for you: this do in remembrance of me.

20. And the cup in like manner after supper, saying. 
This cup is the new covenant in my blood, even that which 
is poured out for you.

2 1. But behold, the hand of him that betrayeth me 
is with me on the table.

22. For the Son of man indeed goeth, as it hath been 
determined: but woe unto that man through whom he is 
betrayed!

23. And they began to question among themselves, 
which of them it was that should do this thing.

GOLDEN T e x t — This is my body which is given 
for you: ihis do in remembrance of me.— Luke 22:19.

SlLENT P r a y e r — I daily appropriate the life and 
substance of Spirit.

Jesus Christ taught in parables and by illustrative 
symbols because his hearers were unable to grasp spirit
ual principles presented in an abstract way. In this les
son, which teaches the deepest truth of the Gospel, Jesus 
presents the bread and the wine as symbols of our 
spiritually partaking of the life and substance which 
he externalized and raised to spiritual consciousness.

Partaking of food and drink symbolizes appro
priation of substance and life. Bread represents the 
flesh of Christ; it is an outer form of the inner sub
stance. In esoteric teaching, the vine is one of the sym
bols of the life principle; wine is the expressed life of the 
vine—symbolically, the very blood of life. The body 
of Jesus Christ is spiritual flesh, substance fashioned 
into beauty and permanency by the word of God. The 
blood of Jesus Christ is the quickening element in crea
tion; it perpetuates to eternal expression all who are able 
to drink of it.

God is omnipresent; therefore all the elements of 
his being are omnipresent. The God elements invisible 
are the substance of man’s invisible body; they also 
feed and sustain the visible body of man in their formed



state. Substance takes form according to man’s faith in 
it, intelligently responding to the word of man. Its in
telligence constitutes its livingness. “ I am the living 
bread which came down out of heaven: if any man 
eat of this bread, he shall live for ever.” The one who 
eats living bread eats life, assimilates life, embodies 

— life. “My blood is drink indeed.” Whoever drinks the 
blood of the life vine ceases to thirst. His cravings are 
satisfied in righteousness. The blood of Jesus Christ 
is shed for the remission of the world’s sins. It takes 
away thirst for sin, and the world becomes saved through 
the absence of desire for sin.

Paul calls attention to the rightful keeping of the 
Lord’s Supper. He shows that to eat and drink worthily 
is to “proclaim the Lord’s death till he come.” The 
words quoted mean literally that when we mentally 
eat the body of Christ Jesus and drink his blood we 
translate the invisible elements of God into the Lord’s 
body, bringing it from the invisible to the visible side of 
life.

God invites us all to this spiritual banquet, and the 
Father himself will be our companion in the joys of the 
divine communion. “ Behold, I stand at the door and 
knock: if any man hear my voice and open the door, I 
will come in to him, and will sup with him, and he with 
me.” Appropriation of the bread and wine comes 
through affirmation of spiritual substance and spiritual 
life.

Among our faculties, represented by the disciples of 
Jesus Christ, we have a Judas. In its highest office this 
faculty is Judah, spiritual appropriation through prayer 
and praise; introverted in human consciousness, it is 
Judas-—acquisitiveness. In essence it is good, but in its 
personal sense and exercise it brings about suffering and 
crucifixion.

W e cannot do without this faculty, and so we must 
lift it to spiritual expression by letting go of the idea



that we can personally possess even the life and sub
stance of our organisms. Life and substance are of the "  
universal, and must be given up for the “remission of 
sins.” When this place of absolute renunciation of all 
is attained, there rushes into consciousness a new re
lation; the fruit of the vine of infinite life is drunk anew 
in every faculty, in “the kingdom of God.”

QUESTIONS

1. W hy did Jesus teach in parables?
2. W hat is the true meaning of the bread and 

wine of the Lord’s Supper?
3. How is the Christ body formed ?
4. How is substance formed in the body of man?
5. How are the life and substance of Spirit ap

propriated?
6. Explain about Judas, and how this faculty can 

be lifted to spiritual expression.

L e s s o n  4, J a n u a r y  25, 1925.

Unity Subject—S P IR IT U A L  ID E N T IT Y .

International Subject—JESU S C O M FO R TS HIS 
D ISC IPLES.—John 14:1-17.

1. Let not your heart be troubled: believe in God, 
believe also in me.

2. In my Father’s house are many mansions; if it 
were not so, I would have told you; for I go to prepare a 
place for you.

3. And if I go and prepare a place for you, I come 
again, and will receive you unto myself; that where 
I am, there ye may be also.

4. And whither I go, ye know the way.
5. Thomas saith unto him, Lord, we know not whither 

thou goest; how know we the way?
6. Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, and the truth, 

and the life: no one cometh unto the Father, but by me.
7. If ye had known me, ye would have known my 

Father also: from henceforth ye know him, and have seen 
him.



8. Philip saith unto him, Lord, show us the Father, 
and it sufficeth us.

9. Jesus saith unto him, Have I been so long time 
with you, and dost thou not know me, Philip? he that 
hath seen me hath seen the Father; how sayest thou, Show 
us the Father?

10. Believest thou not that I am in the Father, and 
the Father in me? the words that I say unto you I speak 
not from myself; but the Father abiding in me doeth his 
works.

1 1. Believe me that I am in the Father, and the 
Father in me; or else believe me for the very works’ sake.

12. Verily, verily, I say unto you. He that believeth 
on me, the works that I do shall he do also; and greater 
works than these shall he do; because I go unto the Father.

1 3. And whatsoever ye shall ask in my name, that 
will I do, that the Father may be glorified in the Son.

14. If ye shall ask anything in my name, that will 
I do.

15. If ye love me, ye will keep my commandments.
16. And I will pray the Father, and he shall give 

you another Comforter, that he may be with you for ever,
17. Even the Spirit of truth: whom the world cannot 

receive; for it beholdeth him not, neither knoweth him: ye 
know him; for he abideth with you, and shall be in you.

G o l d e n  T e x t — I am the way, and the truth, and 
the life: no one cometh unto the Father, but by me. 
— John 14:6.

SlLEN T P r a y e r — M y identity is now established in 
Spirit.

This is a great I AM sermon, in which man iden
tifies himself with God. It bridges over in the conscious
ness that gulf of separation from God which man has 
formed.

The first statement is a denial of fear: “Let not 
your heart be troubled.” The gulf between what man 
is in God and what he appears to be in sense is so great 
that an ignorant fear sweeps over the mind when the 
claim of unity is made. W e are told that it is sacri
legious for man to make a claim of unity with God—



that the claim is not true. But Jesus says: “ Believe in 
God, believe also in me.” Believe that all that is true 
of God is true of man—the real me in every one.

The “many mansions” are degrees of realization of 
the truth of being, and the “place” prepared by 
Jesus is a definite state of realization of Truth into which 
may come all who take up the same denials and af
firmations that he took up. Those familiar with the 
power of man to establish certain mental states in con
sciousness easily perceive how it might be possible for 
one with the spiritual power of Jesus to fix right in our 
midst a place of harmony and peace (or heaven) into 
which might enter all who should follow him in mental 
discipline. “ I go to prepare a place for you . . . that 
where I am, there ye may be also.” This place can 
be entered right here and now by all who are “renewed 
in the spirit of your mind,” as recommended by Paul 
to the Ephesians.

Jesus talked from the I AM standpoint of now know
ing and being. “And whither I go, ye know the way.” 
But Thomas, who stands for reason functioning in the 
realm of sense, cries out: “Lord, we know not whither 
thou goest; how know we the w ay?” Thus reason is 
always asking, “Where is the way— oh, show me the 
way,” expecting to find a path, with signboards 
pointing the direction. This is sense asking that the 
unlimited Spirit be reduced to the limitations of sense. 
Jesus answers: “ I am the way, and the truth, and the 
life: no one cometh unto the Father, but by me.” The 
I  AM in man, the center of attention, the identity, the 
simple /, is the open door into the kingdom of God. 
Whoever has thought much about the mighty power of 
his own /, who has centered his attention upon the 
majestic me within his own being, has found the way 
to the Father. “From henceforth ye know him, and 
have seen him.”

But Philip (the power of the W ord) says: “Show

k



us the Father.” This faculty must be raised to the 
realization of the omnipresence of Spirit, by an ac
knowledgment that the word of the I AM spoken through 
it is not of the mortal but of God. “The words that I 
say unto you I speak not from myself: but the Father 
abiding in me doeth his works.”

Here is the most wonderful treatment for divine reali
zation ever given to the world: “ Believe me that I am in 
the Father, and the Father in me.” The I AM is in the 
Father and the Father is in it. Meditate upon this for 
but ten minutes each day for thirty days and it will 
bring you into a new realization of Truth.

“He that believeth on me, the works that I do shall 
he do also; and greater works than these shall he do.” 
In order to do the great works which he did, Jesus must 
have known that the Spirit of God was in him and that 
he was in essence, at the center of his being, one with 
God. Hence it follows that those who do the “greater 
works” must have like realization and must sustain the 
same relation to the Father that Jesus sustained. “This 
mind . . . which was also in Christ Jesus,” must say 
in us as it did in him: “ I am ihe Son of G od;” “All 
authority hath been given unto me in heaven and on 
earth;” “ Before Abraham was born, I am ;” “ If ye 
shall ask anything in my name, that will I do.”

QUESTIONS

1. How can man get a realization of oneness with 
God?

2. Where are the “many mansions” and the 
“place,” to which Jesus referred?

3. W hat faculty in man requires a broader under
standing of spiritual identity?

4. W hat is the “open door into the kingdom of 
God” ?

5. W hat is necessary in order to do the works of 
Jesus?



L esson 5, F ebruary 1, 1925.

Unity Subject—A B ID IN G  IN C H R IST .

International Subject— T H E  V IN E  A N D  T H E  
BR A N C H ES.—John 15:1-11.

1. I am the true vine, and my Father is the husband
man.

2. Every branch in me that beareth not fruit, he 
taketh it away: and every branch that beareth fruit, he 
cleanseth it, that it may bear more fruit.

3. Already ye are clean because of the word which 
I have spoken unto you.

4. Abide in me, and I in you. As the branch cannot 
bear fruit of itself, except it abide in the vine; so neither can 
ye, except ye abide in me.

5. I am the vine, ye are the branches: He that abideth 
in me, and I in him, the same beareth much fruit: for 
apart from me ye can do nothing.

6. If a man abide not in me, he is cast forth as a 
branch, and is withered; and they gather them, and cast 
them into the fire, and they are burned.

7. If ye abide in me, and my words abide in you, ask 
whatsoever ye will, and it shall be done unto you.

8. Herein is my Father glorified, that ye bear much 
fruit; and so shall ye be my disciples.

9. Even as the Father hath loved me, I also have loved 
you: abide ye in my love.

10. If ye keep my commandments, ye shall abide in 
my love; even as I have kept my Father’s commandments, 
and abide in his love.

1 1. These things have I spoken unto you, that my joy 
may be in you, and that your joy may be made full.

GOLDEN T ext— H e that abideth in me, and I  in 
him, the same beareth much fruit.—John 15:5.

SlLENT P rayer— I  have faith in the Christ prin
ciple ever abiding at the center of my being.

Metaphysically stated, the Father is the Christ mind; 
Jesus is individual identification of that mind, here called 
the true vine. “The branches” are the faculties of mind, 
and the “fruit” is the thought.



The law is that an unused faculty becomes atro
phied. This is true of everything in existence. Inertia 
and nonuse soon bring stagnation, corruption, death, 
and disintegration. W e have accepted this so uni
versally as a fact of nature that is has seldom been con
sidered in its positive aspect, as Jesus Christ here ex
presses it. The teaching of the Scripture is that a failure 
to use a talent or faculty meets with a reprimand from 
the Father mind. The overcareful servant buried his 
talent, and it was taken away from him and given to 
the one who had used his talent to the best advantage. 
A  faculty much used draws the vitality from the others, 
and eventually depletes them seriously, unless they are 
developed by exercise. Experience proves this to be a 
universal law; it is based upon fundamental principles, 
instead of blind force, as we usually regard it.

When the thought or “word” of Truth from the 
supreme I AM of consciousness becomes an abiding fact 
in our minds, we need no longer strive in external ways 
— we have but to express a deep desire in the soul, and it 
is fulfilled. “Ask whatsoever ye will, and it shall be 
done unto you."

Constant affirming, with faith in the I AM within us, 
more and more establishes us in the real forces of Being. 
The abiding in Spirit develops our various spiritual 
powers. Love is a great force that dissolves all the op- 
posers of true thought, and thus smoothes all the rough 
roads of life. Love leads to joy, another positive force 
that has not been bearing fruit because of the obstruc
tions heaped upon it by our failure to fulfill the law of 
the All-good. The kingdom within the soul is developed 
by keeping the commandments, that is, commanding, 
controlling, and directing every thought according to the 
harmonious law of love to one another. There is no 
mystery connected with the development of soul forces; 
it consists simply of thinking and acting the law of love 
in our intercourse with our fellow men.



INSPIRED BY THE SPIRIT OF TRUTH
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H E A L T H
In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth 

I  am made whole.
Everybody acknowledges the healing power 

of nature. That same power that heals your 
burns, bruises, and cuts, can be quickened by 
faith and become the healer of every ill. 
“According to your faith be it done unto you,” 
said Jesus to the sick. That mighty healer 
wrought his cures by quickening the healing 
Spirit existing potentially in us all. He gave 
the same power to All those who believe in him.

You can strengthen your faith in the heal
ing power of Spirit by affirming our healing 
thought: In the name of Jesus Christ of N aza
reth I am made whole.

Peter healed the man who had been lame 
from his birth, by saying to him: “ In the name 
of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, walk.”

PR O SP E R IT Y
In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth 1 

am prospered. Jesus stirred the race thought 
with his mighty spiritual power, and he prom
ised the same power to those who have faith 
in him. Jesus so identified himself with creative 
Mind that he made spiritual contact with a 
fresh influx of life and substance that we all can 
take advantage of by making a like identi
fication through him.

When we think and speak in the name of 
Jesus Christ we open our minds, bodies, and 
affairs to the storehouse of Spirit, which has 
been prepared for us from the beginning. Ask 
in the name of Jesus and have faith that you
Ii q v o  v o ro n r p r ]  in  S n i r i f  a n r l  v n n  «;hp»ll h a v e



The soul that is in conscious touch with the Father 
mind and is striving to fulfill the divine law, brings to 
bear the power of true words in purifying and cleansing 
its faculties. “Ye are clean because of the word which 
I have spoken unto you.” The necessity of abiding in 
I AM in order to bear much fruit is affirmed. When our 
faith attaches itself to outer things, instead of to spirit
ual I AM, it ceases to draw vitality from the one and 
only source of all life, divine principle. The only door 
to this life is I AM. “Abiding” in I AM is a conscious 
centering of the mind in the faculties within, with re
peated affirmations of our faith and trust in them. This 
practice finally opens a channel of intelligent com
munication with the silent forces at the depths of Being, 
and thoughts and words flow forth, developing in man 
an entirely new source of power, even the son of God 
consciousness.

QUESTIONS

1. W hat are the “branches” and the “fruit” ?
2. W hat is the effect of the nonuse of a faculty?
3. W hat will do away with our much striving?
4. W hat thought, or spiritual power, dissolves op

position ?
5. W hat is meant by keeping the commandments 

and abiding in I AM ?

WHOM TO LOVE
And one of the scribes came, and heard them ques

tioning together, and knowing that he had answered 
them well, asked him, W hat commandment is the first 
of all? Jesus answered. The first is. Hear, O  Israel; 
The Lord our God, the Lord is one; and thou shall 
love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with 
all thy soul, and with all thy mind, and with all thy 
strength. The second is this, Thou shalt love thy 
neighbor as thyself. There is none other commandment 
greater than these.—M ark’s Narrative.



B e sti l l  and know that I  am God.”

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS
REGENERATION A HIGHER PLANE

There is real happiness and satisfaction for every
body, but it is to be found only in Spirit. Man thinks 
that this or that material possession, pleasure, or attain
ment in the outer will give him the joy and the content
ment which are his divine birthright, but he will always 
be disappointed until he finds God and becomes con
sciously unified with the Source of his being. Then 
from within him will spring a gladness and a conscious
ness of life and peace and truth which will truly, fully 
satisfy both soul and body.

Sex repression is neither healthful nor good. Neither 
is repression of any kind good for one. W hat every 
individual needs is a right and constructive expression 
of all his faculties and powers. It is not generally under
stood among men that all true satisfaction is in Spirit 
and is not to be found in sense ways. Regeneration is 
not a repressing of the senses by will power; it is the lift
ing up of the life forces into constructive expression, 
thus regenerating and spiritualizing the whole man, 
including soul and body. In the regeneration all desire 
to dissipate one’s forces in sex ways is overcome, and 
the individual finds peace, joy, and real, lasting satis
faction in expressing his God-given abilities in con
structive ways for his own good and for the good of 
mankind.

If you are interested in the lifting up and changing 
of your inner desires, we suggest that you go into the



silence every evening before retiring, center your at
tention within, and declare words like these:

The Substance of my life is pure Spirit. I  have no 
desire to Waste this pure spiritual life Substance in the 
gratification of the senses. I  no longer expect satisfaction 
of soul from material things. I am Spirit, and am satis
fied with Spirit. The law of the Spirit of life in Christ 
Jesus makes me free from all bondage to the mortal 
ideas of sex.

Take up the thought of love. Affirm the pure love 
of God for yourself and for every one else. Declare 
that by your word you elevate all your life forces, and 
transmute them into body substance. In your mind see 
the life flowing freely to every part of your body, 
strengthening, renewing, cleansing, and refining your 
whole organism.

Remember that we are not trying to coerce you 
into this higher thought, but we are sure that it is your 
best way out of inharmony, and we should not feel 
that our ministry to you had been complete had we 
not brought this to your attention. You have a right 
to choose to keep on living in the old way if you wish 
to do so. It is only when one’s choice hinders the 
right of another to choose freely that the matter becomes 
a complicated one. Since the way of generation leads 
to the grave, those who become awakened to the truth 
of regeneration and who enter into it are blessed, be
cause regeneration leads to life for the whole man.

The natural functioning of the generative organs 
is not for sex purposes, as has been generally supposed, 
but for the generating of the life fluid. This fluid would 
naturally, if it had not been misdirected for so many ages 
by man in his ignorance and his lust for sensation, go 
to build up and to vitalize, nourish, heal, and renew 
the body and the mind so that he could live on indefi
nitely on earth, and attain the fulfillment of his ideals.



REINCARNATION AND OVERCOMING DEATH

W e believe in reincarnation; the important point 
in our teaching, however, is not reincarnation, but the 
overcoming of death. The Bible teaches reincarnation. 
Reincarnation seemed to be such a universally accepted 
belief in Biblical times that it was not deemed necessary 
to go into details concerning the belief. W e do not 
emphasize it in our teaching. W e give our attention 
to the truth of the attainment of eternal life here on 
earth, in the body. W e know that the time is at hand 
when people will demonstrate that they have overcome, 
in their bodies, the disintegrating process called death.

W e suggest that you accept what, in our literature, 
appears to you to be Truth, and that you let the re
mainder rest until you understand it better. If you seek 
the Holy Spirit as your guide into the fullness of Truth, 
you will know for yourself what is of God and what is 
of the personal man, in all that you read and hear 
others say. As we go on in our searching for Truth, 
we no doubt shall change in some of our ideas, until 
everything short of the perfect will of God is dropped 
from our lives and from our doctrine. There would be 
no differences of opinion among Christian people if 
human ideas did not prevail to a great extent, for there 
is but one Truth, and we shall see eye to eye when that 
Truth is attained in its purity.

FINDING PEACE WITH OUR ENEMIES

When Jesus told his disciples that they would have 
tribulations in this world, he had reference to the wordly 
consciousness in them, and not to their life on this earth 
in the body. So long as man lives in the personal, 
limited consciousness to any extent; so long as he believes 
in materiality, and adheres to carnality in any form; so 
long as he does not fully realize and demonstrate his 
divine sonship, he will be subject to inharmonious ex
periences. But Jesus said: “Be of good cheer; I have



overcome the world.” W e should follow in his steps 
and overcome as he overcame.

By the power of Spirit we are lifted up, out of the 
world of sin, sorrow, sickness, lack, and death, into 
abundant life, health, righteousness, peace, spirituality, 
and plenty. This change takes place here on the earth. 
As we let go of the limited ideas of the mortal and 
lay hold of divine ideas of omnipresent good for mind, 
body, and affairs, we shall experience less and less of 
tribulations. Persecutions usually result from a lack of 
wisdom in our words and acts. AVe have the promise 
that when our ways please the Lord he will make even 
our enemies (if we have any then) to be at peace 
with us.

TH E SILENCE

Whenever you turn your thoughts from worldly 
things and affairs and center them on God, you have in 
some degree entered into the silence. Through prayer and 
an earnest seeking after God, you may go into deeper 
and deeper thought, and so into deeper silence, where you 
will be more closely unified with spiritual things, where 
the consciousness is quickened, where one feels blessed 
with new understanding of the omnipresence of God. 
In this understanding you will feel that you really have 
touched the things of Spirit, and gained, from that 
source, new life, purer love, deeper understanding, 
greater wisdom, renewed power to think and speak and 
act in harmony with God, the Good. This is the blessing 
that practice of the silence gives.

God is not revealed to the ears by sound of voice; 
he is not revealed to the senses in any way. Only 
■"Spirit with Spirit can meet,” and from this spiritual as
sociation one comes forth refreshed with the things of 
Spirit, with a new consciousness of life, of joy, of peace, 
of power, of ability, and with a new understanding of 
Christian living—the living of the Christlike life.



SILENT UNITY HEALING
W h a t  hath G o d  wrought!”

[In writing Silent Unity for help, be sure to give 
your full name and address.—The Editors.]

HEALTH
Sulphur Springs, Tex.— From the hour your letter ar

rived with the healing thought for my mother, she has con
stantly improved. To me her recovery was one of God’s 
miracles. She had been in bed, unable to exert herself in the 
least. A few days later she cooked dinner. We are most 
thankful to the heavenly Father and to you.— R. R. /.

Los Angeles, Calif.— I wrote you a few days ago for 
prayers for my daughter who had been seriously injured 
in an automobile accident, suffering concussion of the brain 
and fracture of the skull. I continuously held the affir
mation that you had once sent to me: Cod within you is 
mighty to heal, to vitalize, to strengthen, to renew, and to 
make you entirely whole. The doctors at first thought that 
an operation would be necessary, but later changed their 
minds. She is now out of danger. I feel so thankful to 
God and to you.— Mrs. A. L. D.

Los Angeles, Calif.— I thank God for the recovery of 
my friend. She was very low, and in a pitiful condition. 
Through your prayers she has been born again— a new 
soul, full of health and strength and happiness.—Mrs.
F. B. M.

Pueblo, Colo.— Three years ago I asked you to help 
us. My mother was in the insane asylum. Doctors said 
there was no hope for her. Thanks to Unity and to our 
prayers, she has been out two years.—Mrs. F. P.

Beaumont, Calif.— I am happy to tell you that my 
little grandson is healed of a rupture. I am thankful to 
you for your prayers.— Mrs. E. M. C.

Urbana, Ohio— I am thanking God and Unity. I am 
healed of what the doctors call cancer of the face.— L. M.

Long Beach, Calif.— I v/ish to thank you for your 
prayers for my nephew. He has recovered. He was taken 
home from the hospital in one week. He did not have the 
trouble that the doctor had anticipated.—Mrs. J. E. V.



Mexico City, Mexico— I asked your prayers for a 
girl who had burned her arm. It looked at first as though 
she would lose the arm. Eight days after I wrote you she 
was well.—Mrs. I. B.

Baltimore, Md.— I wish to thank you for your prayers 
for my baby and my father. Two days after I wrote you my 
baby was so much better that he woke at five in the morning, 
asked for something to eat, and began to laugh and play. 
He had not played for six months. Baby is up and run
ning around. My father is well and working.— Mrs.
M. J. H.

Tampa, Fla.— About three years ago we wrote you for 
help for Junior. He had been pronounced tubercular. In 
the last two months he has undergone tests and has been 
pronounced cured.—Mrs. T. H. C.

Chicago, III.— About a week ago I wrote asking your 
prayers. About the time that you received my letter, the 
growth in my stomach, for the removal of which the doctor 
had said I must have an operation, passed out without any 
pain. The doctor was much surprised.—Mrs. E. H.

Ceres, Calif.— I asked your prayers for my brother. 
He was in the sanitarium and the doctors gave us no hope 
for him. They said that he had hardening of the arteries, 
a bad heart, and a stroke of paralysis that had affected his 
mind and paralyzed his left side. Now he is recovering 
and can walk and ride. We thank God for his wonderful 
healing and you for your prayers.— Mrs. E. H.

Chicago, III.— I wrote you asking for your prayers to 
overcome rheumatism. In three days I laid my crutches 
aside. I thank God and Unity for this wonderful help.
— C. P.

Las Vegas, NcV.— I wrote you in behalf of Mrs. M., 
who was afflicted with a terrible case of arthritis deformans. 
Now she is well, and is searching her vocabulary for words 
to express the joy in her heart.— B. M. B.

Denver, Colo.— I must tell you of a wonderful healing 
that a friend of mine had through prayer. A tumor that 
had troubled her for twelve years came away. Surely we 
are being used as wonderful instruments for the Master.
—M. C. /.

Bryan, Tex.—Since I wrote to you I have been com
pletely cured of female trouble. What a change has come 
into my life since I came in touch with you! I have been 
wonderfully blessed.— Mrs. N. C. E.



Oklahoma City, Okla.— I am delighted to report that 
my niece, for whom I requested prayers on account of a tu
morous growth appearing on her face, is now recovered. 
The growth gradually disappeared during the past several 
weeks. Words are inadequate to express our thankfulness 
to the Lord and to Unity for this great blessing.— C. L. W .

Haven, Kans.— I want to tell you that my family is 
being blessed. My mother, who had been bedridden all 
winter, has been touched with healing and is up and sitting 
on the porch singing: “Praise God from whom all blessings 
flow.” Day before yesterday she walked six blocks.—
R. E.

Finley, Wash.— You may discontinue prayers for my 
baby. She had a very severe cough and several persons 
said that she could not live through it. She seemed to get 
worse continually, but in less than twenty-four hours after 
I wired you, she began to improve, and the second day her 
cough disappeared entirely. Now she is quite recovered. 
When I ask for help to heal cases of illness in my home, the 
diseases just seem to drift away and every one forgets how 
serious things were. Instead of realizing that a miracle has 
been performed, we just seem to think the transformations 
natural. Within myself I realize and continually give praise 
to God for his blessings. I am very grateful to you for the 
wonderful things that you have taught me and for your 
interest and help.— Mrs. R. C. W.

Joliet, III.— You may discontinue prayers for my 
mother. When I wrote you she intended to go to the hos
pital, but your prayers helped her and she stayed at home. 
She is up and is doing her own work now. Thanks to 
God and to Unity.— Mrs. O. R.

Harrisonville, Fla.— You were praying to heal my hus
band’s back. I am very happy to say that my husband 
has fully recovered. Our doctors thought that it would be 
several months before he could w'alk, but in three weeks he 
was walking with a cane. We thank God and Unity 
for this wonderful demonstration of God’s love.—Mrs.
C. C. V.

Los Angeles, Calif.— By your wonderful prayers and 
mine, I am healed of eczema. What a wonderful work 
you are doing! Every day I bless you and the friend who 
sent me your magazine. Your teaching has lifted me and 
helped me in all my affairs, and has taught me how to pray 
to God.— Mrs. C. B.



PROSPERITY
Baltimore, M i.— I asked your help in my search for 

a position. Two days after I wrote you, I obtained a 
position. I thank you for your prayers.— I. M. M.

Ackley, Iowa— I wrote you some time ago for prayers 
for my brothers, that they might find Employment. Now 
they both have work. I also asked help in raising the 
amount we owed for interest. We have paid the interest 
and also paid another bill. My thanks for your prayers. 
I inclose a love offering.— Mrs. B. F. M.

Tampa, Fla.— About six weeks ago I wired you for 
prayers that my husband might secure work. He has what 
he thinks is a very good position. Money cannot pay for 
such service as you have rendered.— Mrs. T . H. C.

Texarkana, Tex.— I asked your prayers to help my 
husband and me pay for property that we had started to buy. 
We have been able to pay for our home, we have about 
finished paying for our farm, and we have started a savings 
account— all of which has been done in the last seven or eight 
months. Payment of these obligations would ordinarily 
have taken us three or four years longer.— Mrs. C. F. C.

Pavilion, N . Y .— Some time ago I wrote you in re
gard to losing my suit case. It was found within ten days 
after I lost it. I inclose a thank offering.— R. S. C.

Fresno, Calif.—About two weeks ago my husband and 
I were in distressing financial circumstances. My hus
band had hied everywhere for work as an automobile 
salesman, but in every case was told that it would be neces
sary for him to buy a car before they could employ him. 
He could not do this. We were behind with the payments on 
our home. The man who held our contract had sued us, had 
attached my wages, and thereby had thrown me out of 
employment, and we had received thirty days’ notice to give 
up the house. Mr. R. wrote you for help. Three days 
after the letter was sent you, there came a big surprise. 
Mr. R ’s brother, a salesman for a very good car, came to 
see us and said: “ I am going to give up my position, and 
Mr. W. says that you may have my place. He will let you 
have a car, so you won’t have to buy one. He wants you 
to go to work in the morning.” We found later that we 
have a chance to redeem our home and will not have to 
move. We are very thankful for your prayers. I arrange 
my work so that I can join you every morning in prayer at 
10 o’clock.— Mrs. A . J. R.



Spokane, Wash.— I sincerely express my thanks and ap
preciation for your prosperity prayers. Just after mailing 
the letter asking for treatment, my eldest son got a position 
with a good firm. Two other members of the family have 
been blessed with work, and I have been getting plenty of 
sewing to do. God is good to us, and I thank him and 
you.—Mrs. E. A . O.

Rocky Mount, N. C.— I wrote asking for prayers for 
prosperity. Every problem is being worked out as it comes. 
I am happy, and all those around me are prosperous. May 
God bless you for spreading the Truth.— Mrs. Z. P.

Portland, Oregon— Both my brother and I have pros
pered since I wrote you. We have secured positions with 
prospects of advancement, and have prospered in other 
ways. We thank you for your prayers.—Mrs. M. L. L.

St. Louis, Mo.— Much good has come to us in many 
ways since we sent for the first prosperity bank. We re
ceived an unexpected gift of $1,000. We are very grate
ful to the Giver of all good and to Silent Unity for prayers. 
— A. L .D .

Baltimore, Md.— I asked prayers for a position for J., 
who was out of work. Within a few hours after the 
letter went to you he found a position. His first pay check 
was for a larger amount than he had been promised. Other 
blessings are coming our way. We are all in perfect health 
and our home atmosphere is ideal, for which we praise God. 
— Mrs. J. E. S.

Tuscon, Ariz.— I wrote you stating that we wished to 
sell our home. It was sold for cash in less than two weeks. 
I do not hesitate to tell my friends that God and Unity 
brought the blessing. Inclosed is an offering.— Mrs.
H. H. H.

San Antonio, Tex.— I have secured a very desirable 
position. I thank you many times for your prayers. I am 
inclosing a love offering.— A. C.

Gordonsville, Va.— More than thirty days ago I wrote 
you asking for prayers that I might obtain work. Praise 
God, I have more now than I can do. I am meeting my 
payments as they come due. Please accept this offering.—
D. W.

Rutland, Vi.— I asked your prayers for my husband, 
that he might make a change in his business. He made the 
change without any trouble or loss of time, and now he has 
a much better position.— Mrs. R. R. B.



V/orcesler, Mass.— A few weeks ago I asked you for 
help in renting my apartment. I have rented the place to a 
very nice family. I thank you for your kindness. I have 
thanked God many times. Inclosed please find love offer
ing.—B. R. S.

Milano, Italy— I must just send you a line to thank 
you for your kind help. Since writing you I have made 
my debut in opera, gratis. Now I am engaged to sing in a 
new opera and am receiving a salary. This is quite re
markable for a beginner in Italy. I feel that my success is 
entirely due to Unity. I am grateful for your help.—
K. R. M.

Chicago, III.— My husband was successful in passing the 
examination. We thank you for your cooperation. We 
are very grateful for the blessings that have come through 
Unity.— Mrs. ]. C.

GOOD WORDS CLUB
Colorado Springs, Colo.— I am realizing more and 

more the power of my words and I am trying to stop and 
think before I speak. Formerly I did not realize how many 
useless and foolish things I said, even when I believed 
my conversation to be comparatively free from unkindness 
and impurity, or how often by careless expressions I invited 
to myself and others that which I would not want. God 
bless and prosper the Good Words Club. I am thoroughly 
convinced of its importance.—-Mrs. F. H. B.

Jacksonville, Fla.— I keep the Good Words Club 
pledge in front of me constantly as a reminder. It has about 
gotten me into the habit of speaking kindly and construc
tively, for which I am thankful. I am improving in every 
way. I praise God and thank the Good Words Club for 
what has been done for me.— L. M. A.

Minneapolis, Minn.— I have derived untold blessings 
from my membership in the Good Words Club, and I am 
glad to do my part to help the good work along. I inclose 
a love offering.— M. M.

Sprague, Wash.— I have been a member of the Good 
Words Club for four months, and I find it easier to avoid 
negative subjects in conversation. I now think before speak
ing. I shall continue my effort until true words completely 
change my life and make it a glad song of good will and 
harmony.— W. A. L.



Eldorado, Ark.— I daily practice constructive thinking 
and speaking, and there is less inharmony in my affairs 
than there once was. Those with whom I associate under
stand that I do not enjoy negative subjects and, naturally, 
subjects that are pleasant and constructive are introduced. 
Recently a neighbor told me that I had great influence 
for good in the home in which I roomed for a few months, 
and that the whole neighborhood was benefited by my 
presence in the community. Any good influence which I 
may have is due to my understanding and practice of Truth. 
— Mrs. C. F. M. ________

HELPED BY UNITY LITERATURE
Taylor, TV. Dak.— My niece has written me: “I can 

hardly express what Unity teaching has done for me. Wee 
Wisdom is a splendid paper for little children. My child 
enjoys it.”— Airs. 5. B.

Detroit, Mich.— The prayers for my recovery from a 
severe attack of rheumatism have been answered. I am free 
from pain and I thank God and Unity. I am receiving 
much good from your literature. I cannot afford to be 
without it. More and more I am impressed with the fact 
that blessings spiritual and temporal are being showered upon 
me and mine every day, blessings which the world cannot 
give. Inclosed find an offering from one who is being 
brought into the light.— L. TV. M.

Alameda, Calif.— I am growing daily in the understand
ing of God’s laws and truth. I thank God and Unity for 
a fuller realization of what constitutes true, Christlike living. 
The booklets which you sent me help me a great deal every 
time that I read them.— M. F. L.

Austin, Tex.— This is a testimony of my faith in God 
to answer prayer. My absolute faith was brought about 
through my reading Unity. A week ago I wrote you for 
prayers for healing. Soon after writing you I found some 
Unity magazines, and began praying and holding the health 
thoughts. I am now well, and praising God and Unity 
with all my heart. My husband was a sufferer from eczema 
and for several days had been more troubled than usual. 
The thought came to me: “Why not ask God to heal him?” 
I followed the instructions given in Unity magazine. Then 
I claimed the promise, and held it for him. The third morn
ing I had done this my husband said: “My face is much 
better; I cannot understand what has helped me so much.” 
— Mrs. F. W. W.



FREEDOM
Oklahoma City, Okla.— Until reading one of your 

current magazines, it had not occurred to me that my tobacco 
habit had been holding me back. Since I found this out 
I have ceased using tobacco entirely. Unity methods made 
it easy for me to break the habit.—L. W .

St. John, Mich.— I want to thank you for your prayers 
in behalf of my husband. He has not been under the in
fluence of strong drink since the day that I wrote you for 
help.— C. G.

Savannah, Ca.— You may discontinue your prayers 
for my husband; he has been cured of the drink habit. I 
thank God and Unity for this blessing. I am inclosing a 
love offering.—Mrs. T. F. O.

French Lick, Ind.— I wrote you asking you for prayers 
for my husband, as he was inclined to drink. I am proud 
to say that he stopped drinking a few days after I sent you 
the letter. I am very grateful to you for your prayers.—Mrs.
R. C. P.

Huntington, Oregon— Inclosed find an offering. Things 
are working out beautifully. Mr. M. has no desire to 
drink. He works hard and looks after his family. If I had 
only known the law sooner I am sure all those distressing 
years would have been different. I look years younger. I 
feel thankful and peaceful.— C. G. M.

BE YE TRANSFORMED
Eureka, Calif.— Your prayers have worked wonders in 

my health and in my life in general. Not only have the 
tumors entirely vanished— for which I cannot praise the 
Lord enough— but all other inharmony has disappeared. 
Problems now solve themselves beautifully and sys
tematically, without much effort on my part.—Mrs. C. V. ].

Champaign, III.—A year and a half ago I was sick in 
bed and without an income. Unity was brought to my no
tice. Through your prayers I was healed. A change was 
wrought in my mind, and all things necessary were added. 
I praise God that others, through the Father working in me, 
have come into a knowledge of Truth and have been healed. 
— Mrs. V. Y. E.

Huntington, W. Va.— Since I have been trying to 
follow the teachings of Unity, people meet me on the 
street and say: “How well you look.”— B. Y.



TITHING
Laurel, Monl.— I am sending my tithe for the past 

month. It is surprising to note how much farther money goes 
since my taking God into partnership.— C. C. B.

Auburndale, Mass.—We are deeply grateful to have 
come under the influence of Unity teachings. The gift in
closed is sent to help in the glorious work of emancipation 
which Unity is doing. Unity teaches one how to give, and 
giving is the first step toward receiving. Ten years ago 
twenty-five cents seemed a generous contribution to the col
lection box. We had not yet started to tithe—but Unity 
literature changed all that. For a number of years, each 
week we have put away one tenth of our weekly income, to 
be used for the work of the Lord. The result is always the 
same, varying only in degree. Our income has been 
doubled, we have bought a home, and have more than half 
paid for it; we havs an automobile; I have received the 
gift of a partnership in a splendid business; and we have 
received other blessings too numerous to mention. And all 
this has happened in six years, without any special effort 
on our part other than to comply with the law. “Give, 
and it shall be given unto you.” The greatest blessings re
ceived through tithing comes in the glorious freedom that 
one experiences when he can let go of good cold cash, in 
the realization that tomorrow the equivalent will return in 
just the particular good that one requires.— H. B. R.

PROSPERITY BANK
Chicago, III.— Since I received my prosperity bank 

things have worked out beautifully for me. I have much 
to be thankful for. When I received the bank everything 
seemed dark and I could not see my way out, but that has 
all cleared, and the way is sunshine, happiness, and pros
perity for me now.—Mrs. B. W.

Red Bank, N. J .— I have had seven prosperity banks. 
I had the best results with the last bank, because I made 
my deposits on time, asking God for greater increase, and 
he sent it.—■/. S.

Ore City, Tex.— Since I wrote you things have taken a 
turn for the better. I received wonderful results from my 
prosperity bank. My health is improving, and I am com
ing to understand Truth.— S. R.



Passaic, N . ].— I asked you to pray for my success in 
passing my college examinations. You may now discon
tinue prayers, as I have passed all the examinations.—
W. S. M.

Nelson, New Zealand— I was glad when your letter 
came with the beautiful affirmation: “The joy of the Lord 
is my strength.” During the last few days I have become 
aware of the true harmony of life, and am keeping my mind 
centered upon it. The thought is such a help in my daily 
life. Now I begin to realize that in restoring order in the 
house I am working with the laws of divine harmony. I 
have long believed in law and order, but failed to see that 
the beauty and gladness that I craved are truly a part of 
living and are not denied to any one.— C. W .

FROM CHILDREN
Estheroille, Iowa— I wrote you asking for prayers for 

my mother’s face, which seemed to be poisoned by a bee
sting. Her face began to get better the next day and
in a day or two more it was normal. Please accept my
tithe. May God bless your great and holy work.— S. M.

Calexico, Calif.— I am getting along well, and my 
back is healed. I thank God for what you did for me. I 
am also doing well in my school work.— C. B.

Dallas, Tex.— I thank you for your prayers. I passed 
in all my subjects, with good grades.— L. H.

Slover, Mo.— I have been helped in many ways the 
past month. About two weeks ago there was a boil on 
my chin, and my cheeks were swollen so badly that I could 
hardly eat, drink, or talk. I said The Prayer of Faith 
several times and the next hour the swelling was going 
down. That night I was well enough to go to church. I 
thank God and Unity.— E. E.

Bakersfield, Calif.— I wrote you for prayers. Before 
that time, in school I got G plus in arithmetic; this time 
I got E plus in arithmetic. I surely thank you for your 
prayers.— M. C.

Friend, Kans.— I am getting along better in my studies 
and I believe that the whole school has more light than it 
had before I received your letter. All the pupils seem to 
be doing better in their studies. My mother and my father 
have had more light brought to them, I think.— M. F. M.



MISCELLANEOUS
Clendale, Calif.— Marvelous blessings have been show

ered upon me since I sent for the last bank. Financial strain 
was relieved by funds coming through an unexpected channel. 
A member of my family who was not expected to live, 
has been raised up and is growing stronger daily. Friends 
have flocked to my assistance, and better than all else, my 
spiritual understanding has been quickened by these ex
periences. God bless you in your ministry of love and 
helpfulness. I thank the Father for answered prayer. 
— Mrs. C. IV. K.

Pomona, Calif.— I thank you. Unity, for the help that 
I have received from your literature. I thank you also 
for the spiritual teaching and for the blessings of God in 
answer to your prayers. By your prayers I have been 
healed and delivered from the habit of using medicine, and 
my son is very much improved and is able to work. We 
have had money paid to us that our banker had said we 
probably would not be able to collect. My husband has 
been healed in answer to prayers.— Mrs. K. H.

San Francisco, Calif.-—I have another way of spread
ing the good work. When I have finished reading the 
Unity magazines I leave them in the street cars, that they 
may be picked up and read by others. I cannot find words 
to express my appreciation for all the good that I have 
received from God and from Unity. I have learned a 
great deal about Unity since I have had the prosperity bank. 
Mr. S. has a good position, his salary has been increased, 
and he is enjoying the best of health.—Mrs. M. C. S.

Kansas Cily, Mo.— Thanks for my improvement in 
health. The prosperity thoughts enabled me to sell some 
property which I had been unable to dispose of. Truth 
is doing the work.— V. D.

Muncie, Ind.— I am healed of piles. You may dis
continue prayers for me. I feel that I know God better 
every day. I have been getting healings by my own prayers. 
Eczema appeared on my hands. I healed my hands in one 
month, through prayers. I read the Bible and prayed. I 
prayed for rain last July, and it came abundantly.—Mrs. 
D. A . C.

Springfield, Mo.—Some time ago I wrote you for 
prayers to protect my stock from wolves. The wolves all 
disappeared. Thank you for your kindness. I inclose 
a love offering.—A. C.



SUBSCRIPTIONS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
Single copies: Unity magazine, $.10; The Christian  

B usiness  7*1an, $.10; W e e  W isdom , $.10; Unity  
D a ily  W ord ,  $.10; W e e k ly  Unity, $.02;

Unity H ealing  and Prosperity  
Records, $.30.

Unity magazine. The official organ of the Unity
movement. Monthly.......................................... $1 a year

Weekly Unity. Devoted to short articles on prac
tical Christianity............................................. $ I a year

Wee Wisdom. Teaches Truth to the wee folks.
Artistic. Monthly.......................................$ 1 a year

The Christian Business Man. Puts Truth into business.
Monthly ....................................................$1 a year

Unity Daily Word. A monthly manual of daily
metaphysical studies..................................... $1 a year

Unity Sunday School Leaflet. Explains S. S. les
sons. Weekly..............................................$1 a year

Unity Local Program. Gives Sunday program at
headquarters. Weekly................................ $1 a year

Unity Records. Charles Fillmore’s voice records of
monthly statements................   $3 a year

Sample copies of these periodicals, except the records, will be sent 
gratis upon request.

TO UNITY SUBSCRIBERS
Please notice the color of the magazine wrapper. A 

pink one indicates the expiration of your subscription. A 
mark around this notice shows that your subscription expires 
this month. A  subscription blank is also inclosed for your 
convenience in renewing.

If you care to, you may tear off that part of the pink 
wrapper upon which your name and address appear, inclose 
it with check or money order, and mail it to us. This will 
mean that you have renewed your subscription.



“M Y D O C T O R  PR E SC R IB E S U N IT Y  
D A ILY  W O R D ”

So writes a New Jersey subscriber. Every mail brings 
good reports and testimonials.

U N IT y  D A IL Y  W O R D  is our new magazine, 
now in its seventh issue. It fills the needs of those who 
wish a definite lesson to study each day.

U N IT Y  D A IL Y  W O R D  devotes a full page to 
each day. It gives a Truth talk for the day, also ap
propriate quotations from the Bible and from Unity 
textbooks. It gives an affirmation as the watchword 
for the day. There are no references in it to be looked 
up. Each lesson is complete in itself.

U N IT Y  D A IL Y  W O R D  is manual size and may 
be conveniently carried in pocket or bag.

U N IT Y  D A IL Y  W O R D  has for its purpose the 
helping of the overcomer to that high absolute conscious
ness in which mastery and healing are realized. It 
teaches the power of the Word.

U N IT Y  D A IL Y  W O R D  tunes your conscious
ness to demonstration pitch 365 times a year.

Subscription, $1 a year. Subscription may be by 
the Prosperity Bank Plan, if desired.

This blank may be used when ordering.
U n it y  S c h o o l  o f  C h r is t ia n it y ,

9 1 7 Tracy, Kansas City, Mo.
[ ] Please send me UNITY DAILY WORD for

one year. Mention if you are inclosing $ 1.........................
]. Please send me sample copy of UNITY 

DAILY WORD gratis.
(Check one of the brackets)

Name ...................................................................................
Address.................................................................................
City .......................................................  State....................

UDW —1-24



PUBLISHERS’ NOTES
Letters in regard to Unity's new radio broadcasting 

station are pouring in from every direction. We recently 
had a very favorable one from New York City. Virtually 
all the writers agree that the services are coming through from 
the new station much more clearly than they did from the 
Western Radio station. When Unity School bought 
the broadcasting equipment from the Western Radio 
Company, it was agreed that we keep the call let
ters, WOQ. There has, however, been a change in 
the wave length. This is now 278 meters. Many
study classes and centers are installing receiving sets and us
ing as part of their services the services that are broadcast 
from here. With the improved equipment which we now 
have, this system is much more practical than it formerly 
was. Each week the Unity Local Program gives a com
plete program of the broadcasting from this station and it will 
keep you informed of any additions or changes in the 
present program.

At a recent publication conference it was decided that 
we must stress the importance of Weekly Unity and of 
“ Lessons in Truth” for study by beginners. In order 
that the Truth that we teach may be best understood and 
most successfully applied, the student must have a strong 
foundation for his studies. He can get this foundation 
through a careful study of “Lessons in Truth,” augmented 
by reading Weekly Unity. We ask our many readers 
who are active in their efforts to spread this great work, to 
bear this fact in mind— that in order to gain permanent 
followers we must start Unity students out properly. Re
member that “Lessons in Truth” is our beginners’ text 
and that Weekly Unity is the best of our periodicals for the 
beginner in this study.

We are now able to reduce the price of two of our 
study help booklets: “Question Helps for Lessons in Truth” 
and “Study Helps and Questions for Christian Healing.” 
These booklets, which have formerly sold for $.35 each will 
now sell for $.15 each. We feel that these booklets are 
of real value to the Truth student who is trying to get the 
most out of his Truth studies and we are indeed glad to be 
able, through this reduction in price, to put them within reach 
of a greater number of people.



Hippy-hop! they came in couples;
Hop! they came alone.

Hippy-hoppy! came in bunches,
Over creek and stone.

The rabbits from near and far came to the New Year 
ball. Your kiddies will enjoy reading, in their Wee Wis
dom magazine for January, all about this gay festival in 
Rabbit Land.

The January number also contains the first installment 
of a wonderfully interesting and instructive story about a 
little boy and his adventures in Fairyland with Mr. and Mrs. 
Peanut. If your little folks have not already received their 
magazine please advise us, for we certainly would not wish 
them to miss the opportunity of meeting Mr. and Mrs. 
Peanut and of hearing about the Rabbits’ New Year ball. 
If they are not already subscribers to this little magazine, 
it costs only one dollar to have it sent to them for the coming 
year.

A member of the local Unity Society, a business man 
of Kansas City, dropped into the office for a visit one day 
last week. Just as he was leaving, he explained that he 
was on his way to see a friend who was ill and that he 
was taking this friend some of the Unity Healing and Pros
perity records. He said that he had previously given out 
to his friends the Healing and Prosperity leaflets but that 
now, when any friend of his seemed to need help, he took 
him the records for that month. He told us of one person 
who had been healed through consistent use of the Healing 
records. We are delighted to see that more and more 
people are coming to realize the possibilities in these records.

Elizabeth Towne, in a recent issue of her Nautilus 
magazine, makes the following comment on our Wee Wis
dom magazine: “And to inculcate New Thought, the best 
magazine for children is ‘Wee Wisdom.’ ” It was with a 
little thrill of pride that we read this comment from one 
so fit to judge the merits of Wee Wisdom.

Unity centers are greeting our new magazine in this 
manner: “We should like you to put us down for fifty 
copies of Unity Daily Word, each month. We have 
often asked for some book of daily readings published by 
Unity, and we know that Unity Daily Word will meet 
the need of many.”



The Unity Society is giving a great deal of time to the 
working out of ideas for developing its own Sunday school 
and other Unity Sunday schools. The newest thing of this 
sort that we are offering our readers is the Sunday school at
tendance card. This card bears a copy of Hoffman’s 
picture of the boy Jesus. Below the picture are thirteen 
blank spaces, in which are to be pasted thirteen words 
forming a Truth statement. The plan is that the teacher 
will give out one word of the statement each Sunday dur
ing the quarter. At the close of the quarter the card of 
each child whose attendance has been perfect will bear the 
complete statement. The statements are changed each quar
ter. You have just time now to order these cards for the 
first quarter of 1925. These cards sell for $.30 a dozen.

The publisher of Home Magazine is so interested in our 
work that recently he voluntarily reprinted in his periodical 
a full-page advertisement from The Christian Business Man. 
The advertisement was in the interest of The Christian 
Salesman,” a new 96-page booklet compiled by Unity 
School from articles that have appeared in The Christian 
Business Man that have an especial appeal for salesmen. 
We very much appreciate this publisher’s indirect expression 
of approval of our work and publications.

“Christian Healing,” by Charles Fillmore, is a book on 
practical spiritual healing. It explains the healing law that 
Jesus Christ proved, the law that every man and woman 
can understand and practice. The author offers no theories; 
he gives only what he himself has tested and proved during 
his many years in this work. This book is published in 
four bindings: paper, $1; paper, pocket size, $1; cloth, 
$2; limp keratol, $3. ________

The Unity blotter calendars will make very attractive 
New Year gifts for your friends. There is a new blotter 
for each month of the year; each blotter contains a calendar 
for that month and a helpful thought to be used during the 
month. The set of twelve, in an attractively decorated 
box, sells for $.25. We have printed a limited number of 
these and it would be wise to send us your order at once.

“Is Smoking Detrimental?” We are asked so often 
for literature on this subject that we have now issued in 
tract form a short article on this subject, by W. I. Hosch- 
ouer. The price of this eight-page tract is $.01.



T H E  C H R IST IA N  B U S IN E S S  M A N
The editor of The Christian Business Man has made- 

the following announcement in regard to the policies of that 
publication for the coming year:

The Christian Business Man has already received 
several worthwhile articles to be published in the coming 
year and has assurances of additional helpful material from 
men who have had practical experience in applying Christian 
principles in business. In early numbers will appear: ‘Mak
ing Business Substantial,’ by Retta Chilcott; ‘Health as a 
Factor in Business,’ by Arthur M. Wilkins; ‘Methods and 
Successes of Christian Men,’ by Ferdinand J. Bommer; 
and ‘Business Ills,’ by Francis J. Gable.

“The Suggestion Box will tell of practices that various 
business men have found helpful.

Trend of the Times will be enlarged, to show the deep 
interest that Truth ideas have aroused in the public press.

Tabloid Truths will contain gems of thought that busi
ness men may hang on their walls or pass on to their as
sociates and their employees.

“Questions and Answers and Mental Exercises will 
continue to deal with Truth ideas as applied to the various 
avenues of business and to individual problems.”

A subscription to this periodical will prove an asset to 
any man who is attempting to put his business affairs on a 
more substantial basis and to understand the practical appli
cation of the teachings of Christ. The subscription price is 
$ 1 a year.

1925 UNITY CALENDAR

A good calendar, clearly printed, is a necessity in every 
home and office. An attractively designed calendar is an 
ornament wherever it is used. The Unity Calendar for 
1925 is clearly printed and is attractive. It combines these 
two features with that of being inspirational, of helping 
you to meet each day more squarely and more wisely be
cause of the broader knowledge of Truth that you are gain
ing through daily contact with the inspirational thoughts of 
this calendar. These thoughts are taken from that column
with which our Weekly Unity readers are so familiar__
Things to be Remembered, by Lowell Fillmore.

The calendar will be sent you in a decorated box, add
ing to its appropriateness as a New Year gift. The price,. 
$.50, makes it possible for each of our readers to have one.



FO R  F O R E IG N  SU B SC R IB E R S
For the benefit of subscribers living in far distant coun

tries, the Silent Unity Healing Thought and the Prosperity 
Thought are given one month in advance. Below are the 
thoughts that will appear in the February Unity magazine.

HEALING TH O U G H T 
Held daily at 9 p. m.

February 20 to March 20 
L ove  of God, so f>ure and changeless;

Life of Christ, so rich and free;
G race of God, so s trong and b ou n d less ;

M agn ify  them  all in me.

PROSPERITY  TH O U G H T 
Held daily at 12 m.

February 20 to March 20 
The love of G od  in me is a m agnet for all good, and I  

am firosfiered in all m y  ways.

UNITY PUBLICATIONS IN FOREIGN 
LANGUAGES

The following named Unity publications can be supplied 
in the languages indicated. Other Unity publications are 
now being translated into foreign languages. When these 
are completed and ready for sale, announcement to our 
subscribers will be made on this page.
Directions for Beginners...................... German, $.25; Spanish, $ .10
Finding the C hrist........................................... German or Spanish, .35
Lessons in Truth ................... French or Italian, $.75; German, 1.25

We have received several inquiries recently from our for
eign subscribers in regard to the best way in which to make 
remittances to us. We have always advised that they re
mit by American Express Money Order or by International 
Money Order. If they use either of thesê  forms and if the 
one issuing the order requires an individual’s name as payee, 
we suggest that the order be sent to Lowell Fillmore, 
treasurer of Unity School. Some of our subscribers have 
complained of the inconvenience of using either of these 
forms. We very much prefer them, but we can use a 
check on an English bank, or English currency. The price 
of the Unity periodicals, except the Unity Records, is $1 a 
year each, approximately 4 shillings and 7 pence. It is 
never advisable to send coins.



AT Y O UR SE R V IC E

Many Unity students and subscribers in various 
localities who are interested in learning more of Truth 
often ask us where they may purchase and inspect Unity 
literature or where they may attend meetings in their 
vicinity.

In the columns, “Where Unity Publications are 
Sold, (pages 89-92) you will find a listing of dealers 
and centers and classes that handle a representative 
line of Unity literature. Many of these centers and 
classes have regular meetings.

M ay we suggest that you get in touch with your 
local organization, if you have not already done so, 
and give them your loyal support?

If there is no study class or center in your commu
nity, why not start one yourself? For full particulars 
concerning the organizing and conducting of a study 
class or center, write to us c/o Field Department.

Should you be in a position to sell Unity books, 
booklets, or magazines, give complete information re
garding your plans to the Unity Sales Department.

Will you assist us in making our slogan, “A  Unity 
Study Class in Every Community,” a world-wide 
reality ?

U N IT Y  SC H O O L O F C H R IS T IA N IT Y  
91 7 Tracy, Kansas City, Mo.

HELPING TO SPREAD THE TRUTH
R. J. Barbour, Enterprise, Miss., stated at the Second 

Annual Unity Conference: “Whenever I pass a news stand, 
I ask if Unity periodicals are being handled there. If every 
Unity student did this, it would not be long until every Unity 
magazine would become better known on news stands.” 

If your local center or book dealer cannot supply 
you with Unity literature, please send us the name and 
address of your center or dealer. We will be glad to see 
that your wants are supplied.



WHERE UNITY PUBLICATIONS ARE SOLD
A representative line of the Unity books, booklets, and 

magazines will be found at the following named places:
ARK, L ittle R ock—Pfeifer Bros 
CALIF, A lameda—Home of Truth, Grand and Alameda 

A rcadia—Unity Class, Oak Tree Cottage, E Huntington dr 
Berkeley—Home of Truth, 2738 Regent; Northbrae Truth Cen, 
1037 Colusa
C loverdale—Truth Cen
E l C entro—Unity Reading Rm, First Natl Bank bldg
F resno—Unity Truth Cen, 925 Divisadero
H ayward—Unity Truth Cen, Palmtag bldg, B and Castro
H ermosa Beach—Tri-City Soc, Box B
H untington Beach—Mrs J A Wood, 207 Detroit
Lamanda P ark—Unity Truth Cen, 65 S Roosevelt
Long Beach—Unity Soc, 432 Locust; Hewitt’s Bkstore, 117 Pine;
Unity Lib, 121 Chestnut
Los A ngeles—Unity Cen, 2120 S Union; Unity Fellowship, 618 W 
9lh; Unity Truth Cen, 233 S Bdwy, rm 405; Home of Truth, 1975 
W  Wash; Unity Lib, 233 S Bdwy, rm 342; Meta Lib, 432 Music- 
Arts bldg; Betty Crittenden, 4312 Rosewood; Bullock’s 
Modesto—Unity Reading Rm, 1030 12th
O akland—Fruitvale Truth Cen, 2021 24th; Unity Truth Cen, 1450-B 
Alice; Mrs R A Townsend, 376 28th; Meta Lib, Odd Fellows bldg 
P alo A lto—N T  Truth Cen, 565 Hamilton
P asadena—Unity Soc, 345 W  Calif; Brown Shop, 190 E Colo;
Church of Truth, Maryland hotel
R iverside—School of Christianity, 1263 Main
S acramento—Unity Cen, 309 Plaza bldg; Unity Study Class, 1326
P, apt C
San D iego—Unity Soc, 412 A ; Home of Truth, 1515 Front; House 
of Blessing, 2109 2d; Meta Lib, 1023 7th
S an F rancisco—Unity Cen, rm 412, 251 Post; Meta Lib, 466 Geary; 
Home of Truth, 1919 Sacramento; Calif Truth Cen, 68 Post; Mis
sion Unity Cen, American hall, 20th and Capp; Truth Cen, 358 
Sutter; The Emporium
San J ose—Christian Assembly, 72 N 5th; Meta Cen, 31 Porter bldg
San P edro—Unity Cen, 934 W  11th; Unity Truth Cen, 460 10th
Santa Barbara—Truth Cen, rm 39, 17 E Carrillo
Santa Cruz—Universal Truth Cen, 15 Alta bldg
S anta Maria—Valley Variety Store, 221 S Bdwy
S anta Monica—Unity Truth Cen, 528 Arizona
S ebastopol—Unity Truth Cen, Palmknolla, Petaluma

COLO, Colorado Springs—Unity Cen, 109J/2 N Tejon, rm 10; 
Grimwood’s, 20 N Tejon
D enver—Unity Cen, 302 Community Chest bldg; College of Divine 
Science, 1819 E 14th; Power Pub Co, 4235 32d 
P ueblo—Unity Truth Cen, 124 W  13th 

D C, W ashington—Unity Soc, 1326 I, n w; Unity Truth Cen, 
1214 U, n w; Woodward and Lothrop, 10th and 11th, F and G; 
Meta Lib, 1627 K, n w 

FLA, J acksonville—Unity Cen, 302 Clark bldg 
S t P etersburg—Unity Truth Cen E 226 10th ave N 
M iami—Mrs Geo C Bischoff, 3328 N Miami 
T ampa—Unity Cen, 1107 Marion; Henry C Parrott, box 581



IDAHO, Montpelier—Verna I Shupe, box 531 
P ocatello—Mayme Myers, 805 S 9th

ILL, C entralia—Meta Lib, Trust Bank bldg 
C hicago—Unity Soc, 500 Capitol bldg, 159 N State; Unity Fellow
ship, 501 Music College bldg, 64 E Van Buren; Roseland Unity Study 
Club, 11749 Union; Mrs F G Ritchie, 1814 Straus bldg, 312 S 
Mich; Etha Thomas, 4940 Champlain, 2d apt, 2d floor 
C hicago H eights—Unity Home of Truth, 1136 Emerald 
Moline—Truth Cen, 5312 6th
S pringfield—Lawrence Cen Constructive Thinking, 325 E Lawrence 
W aukegan—Mrs C W  Lindberg, 408 South

IND, A nderson—Glen M Tait, 505 Farmers Trust bldg 
Indianapolis—Unity Truth Cen, 1114 Odd Fellow bldg; Unity Prac
tical Christianity, 74 When bldg; Truth Temple, 621 Meyer-Kiser 
Bank bldg
Kokomo—Mrs Norman Simpson, 523 S Washington; Sander’s 
Bkstore, 119 E Walnut 
Marion—Boston and Big Store 
V incennes—C S Miller, 316 Main 
W abash—Alice M DePuy, 75 W  Maple 

IOWA, Cedar R apids—Mrs G E Cook, 1011 2d, e 
D es Moines—First Unity, 228 Victoria hotel; Mrs D A  Gross, 713 
School
O skaloosa—Kate Caldwell, 714 E High 
Sioux C ity—Unity Truth Cen, 409 Ross 

KANS, K ansas C ity—School of Christianity, 1936 N 6th 
W ichita—Anna Jones, 1855 N Market; Unity Cen, 3859 E Douglas 

KY, Louisville—Truth Cen, 604 Shubert bldg; W  K Stewart Co, 
425 S 4th; Unity Cen, 1620 S 2d 

LA, N ew O rleans—P L Brothers, sr, 1207 Constantinople; Unity 
Cen, 2301 St Thomas; Christ Church, 5641 W  End blvd 

MAINE, S aco—World Helpers, Flagg Pond rd 
MD, T akoma P ark, D C—Study Class, 36 Carroll 
MASS, Boston—Truth Cen, 739 Boylston; Meta Club, 234 Boyl- 

ston; Home of Truth, 111 Newbury; Old Corner Bkstore, 27 Brom- 
field; Adolph’s School, 472 Boylston 
Cambridge—Truth Cen, 71 Martin 
Lowell—Mrs Frank W  Derby, 11 Cascade 
S pringfield—Mary Margeson, 356 Main

MICH, Battle Creek—Unity Class, 90 Highway 
D etroit—Unity Cen, 3782 Woodward; G W  Hurley, 1532 Maple, 
rear; Higher Thought Assembly, 1432 Farmer; John V Sheehan, 
1550 Woodward; Catherine Burnham, Tuller hotel; Book Nook, 
4650 Woodward
Flint—School of Meta, 417 Stevens, Nellie A Thompson 
G rand R apids— Ida Bailey, Coit rd, North Park, r r 9; Herpol- 
sheimer Co
Ionia—Lucia Vosper, E Main 
Kalamazoo—School of Christianity, 211 W  Dutton 
Lansing—John Preston, 303 Seymour 
P ort H uron—Helen S Carpenter, 1134 Pine 

MINN, D ulu th—Peter Lein, 224 W  1st 
M inneapolis—Unity Soc, 1760 Hennepin, apt 4; Unity Cen, 831 
Aero bldg; Caroline D Walen, 2310 W  50th; Psychology Club, 2744 
4th, s



St P a u l—Meta Lib, 99 Garfield; Soc of Truth, 446-A Wabasha, 
rm 3

MISS, G reenwood—R L Hataway, 807 S Main 
MO, Kansas C ity—Unity Lib, 913 Tracy; Unity Reading Rm, 

1107 Waldheim bldg; Bookman Lib, 1010 Grand; Unity Cen, 203 
Jewell bldg, Armour and Troost; Emery, Bird Thayer; Cummings 
Bkstore, 227 E 9th
S t J oseph—Unity Cen, 225 Kirkpatrick bldg
S t  Louis—H H Schroeder, 3537 Crittenden; Divine Science Cen, 
Hotel Melbourne, Grand and Lindell; Truth Cen, 4030 Lindell; Mrs 
J C Appel, 2631 Russell
S pringfield—Dr Isabella M Grant, McDaniel bldg 

MONT, B utte—Keefe Bros, 25 Park 
NEBR, F alls C ity—Unity Cen, 1707 Stone 

L incoln—Unity Soc, 502 Fraternity bldg
O maha—Unity Class, 3314 Burt; Meta Lib, 280 Acquilla ct, 1615 
Howard

NEV, Y eriNGTON—Mrs C S Durand, box 67 
N H, M anchester—Home of Truth, 153 Concord 
N J, E ast O range—Divine Science and Unity Soc, 569 Main 

E lizabeth—Unity Soc, 1081 E Jersey 
H ackensack—Truth Cen, 360 State 
Montclair—M Elizabeth Blackmore, 303 Claremont 
N ewark—Unity Soc, Riviera hotel 
P aterson—Unity Truth Cen, 98 Bdwy 

N M, R aton— May Schleifer, 321 N 4th
N Y, Brooklyn—Unity Classes, 774 E 40th; Unity Soc, 118 

Pierrepont
Buffalo—Unity Soc, rm 18, mezzanine floor, Hotel Statler; League 
for Larger Life, 152 Elmwood; Aries Bkshop, 116 Delaware 
N ew Rochelle—Unity Cen, 14 Banefay PI
N ew Y ork—Unity Soc, 250 W  57th; Brentano’s 5th ave and 27th;
Meta Bkshop, 25 W  42nd; Center Pub Co, 828 7th; Divine Science
Pub Co, 113 W  87th; Seymour School, 57 W  48th
Rochester—Unity Soc, 138 Court; Scrantom’s, Powers bldg
S chenectady—Unity Cen, 125 Park
S yracuse—Katherine Carter, 155 E Onondaga
U tica—Home of Truth, 5 Hobart

OHIO, A kron—Unity Church of Truth, 283 S Main 
Canton—Ralph Young, 139 Cleveland, s w
C incinnati—Unity Cen, Burnet house, 3d and Vine; Divine Science 
Lib, 9 W  4th, rm 57; New Thought Temple Lib, 1216 Mercantile 
Lib bldg; Universal Truth Cen, 11 W  McMicken 
C leveland—Truth Cen, 725 Hickox bldg; Mrs Frank Ohlman, 
11322 Ohlman; Unity Class, 3518 Poe; Tucker School, 5012 Euclid 
Columbus—Unity Truth Cen, Seneca hotel, Broad and Grand 
D ayton— Pettibone McLean, 23 W  2d 
H amilton—New Thought Unity Temple, 7th near High 
M t V ernon—Katherine K Staunton, 15 N Mulberry 
R ocky R iver—Unity Cen, 19330 Frazier dr 
T oledo—Unity Class, 656 Pleasant pi 

OKLA, O klahoma C ity—Unity Cen, 309 Baltimore bldg; D i
vine Science Reading Rm, 211 Local bldg, 4111 Walnut; Wiggner Bk 
Co, 128 W  Main
T u ls a —A F St Clair, Densmore hotel; Unity Class, 211 Seaman 
bldg; Tulsa Bkstore, 19 W  3d



OREGON, M ill C ity—Jennie Christensen, c/o Mrs A  Hinkle 
P ark P lace—Clara H Rosebraugh
P ortland—Mela Lib, 312 Central bldg; Realization League, 727 
Corbett bldg; Tansing Book Co, 380 Morrison

PA, B u t le r —Ethel C Turner, 426 N Washington 
E rie—Truth Cen, Reed House
P hiladelphia—Unity Cen, 236 S 13th; Chapel of Truth, 1507 
Walnut
P ittsburgh—Kingdom School, 819 Wabash bldg; Edwin Gilpin Orr, 
932 Union Trust bldg
W ilkes Barre—Alice B Sadler, 57 Terrace 

R I, P awtucket—Ida M Syddall, 53 Lupine 
P rovidence—New Thought Cen, 72 Weybosset, rm 307 

TENN, N ashville—Unity Cen, 307 Commercial Club bldg; 
Unity Truth Cen, Psychology bldg, 150 5th n 

TEX , A ustin—Griegs, 910 Congress 
D allas—Unity Soc, 1311 Elm; Mrs C H Garvin, 1401 N Beckley; 
Unity Club, 3606 Roseland; Unity Circle, 1631 Pine 
E l  P aso—Unity Truth Cen, 1728 Wyoming 
F t  W orth—Unity Truth Cen, 505 Worth bldg 
H ouston—Unity Meta Cen, 1 New Majestic bldg 
P alestine—Mrs P D Wolff 
S an A ntonio—Unity Cen, 818 Maverick bldg

VA, Norfolk—Unity Cen, 2817 Villa Circle; Freeman’s, 243 
Gramby; Truth Cen, 119 Tazewell; Mrs P B Cain, 1248 W  27th 
R ichmond—Susan Baker, 628 N 7th 

W ASH, Bellingham—Augustus Griffin, 1415 W  Holly 
C hehalis—Alice L Ruth, 876 Folsom
S e a t t l e —Unity Class, 4093 Arcade bldg; Seattle Cen, 504 Home 
Savings bldg; S Louise Foulkes, 1217 7th; Raymer’s Bkstore, 1330 
1st; Bookmart, 622 Pike; Cen of Philosophy, 537 Waldorf hotel; 
Bookery, 4241 University way; Robert McKnight, 155 Sanitary market 
Spokane—Spokane Bk Co, 903 Riverside; Church of Truth, 6th and 
Jefferson
T acoma—Meta Cen, 719 Southeast; Raymer’s Bkstore, 1317 Pacific 

WIS, M ilwaukee—First Unity Cen, 130J/2 Oneida, rm 6 
WYO, Casper—Unity Truth Cen, 142 S Durbin 
AUSTRALIA, Brisbane—Unity Truth Cen, Albert House, 2d flr 

Melbourne—Anna Hudson, 145 Collins; Book Shop, 229 Collins 
P erth—Albert & Sons, 180 Murray 
Sydney—New Thought Cen, 140 Elizabeth

CANADA, Montreal—Edith Clapp, 2588 A  Esplanade 
Moose J aw, S ask—Unity Cen, N Basement, Hammond bldg 
T oronto—Unity Cen, 53 College 
V ancouver, B C—Truth Cen, 18 Fairfield bldg 
V ictoria, B C—Unity Cen, 600 Campbell bldg 
W innipeg, M an—Unity Cen, 672 Alverstone

ENGLAND, Belper, D erby—Rev W  J Robson, 20 The Fleet 
Liverpool—Annie Fairbank, 136 Granby, Princes Park 
London—L N Fowler & Co, 7 Imperial arcade, E C, 4; The Rally, 
39 Maddox, W  1 ; Theodore Waterman, 146 Church rd, Upper Nor
wood, S E 19

SCOTLAND, G lasgow—Unity Lib, 1558 Gt Western rd 
S AFRICA, J ohannesburg—True Self Realization Service, p o 

box 3491, rm 9, 189 Jeppe



U N IT Y  G O O D  W O R D S CLUB

A  member who enrolled December 31,1923, wrote: 
“ In sending this blank for membership in the Good 
Words Club I determined to sign the pledge as a New 
Year’s good resolution.” A  new year is prophetic— of 
achievement, happiness, new ideals. Start this new 
year right by joining the Good Words Club. The 
Good Words Club (its purpose is signified by its name) 
opens a practical avenue for self-development, happiness, 
and spiritual growth. Thirty-four thousand members 
have made the “good resolution” and are realizing 
therefrom health, peace, success, and prosperity.

The pledge:
I believe in the power of the spoken word, and I realize 

that I am held accountable for even my lightest words. I 
also believe that there is power in united effort. Therefore I 
desire to become a member of Unity Good Words Club, 
that I may unite in helping others as well as myself to speak 
only good, true words.

I agree to guard my conversations against all negative 
words and to speak words of trust, faith, wisdom, good
ness, truth, health, courage, cheer, purity, peace, prosperity, 
praise, joy, and good will. I will abide by the rules of the 
Club.

Name ...................................................................................

Address.................................................................................

City or town........................................... State ...................

This blank must be signed personally by the one joining.
Clip and return for enrollment

Freewill offerings meet the Club’s expense.
The Club pin (gold), $1.50, and a wall motto 

pledge card, $.25, are helpful reminders.
Please check magazine to which you subscribe or

have access: Unity (------ ), Weekly Unity (-------),
The Christian Business Man (------ ) , Unity Daily
W ord (------ ).



YOU CAN D E M O N ST R A T E

the teachings of Jesus for yourself and others, when 
you reach the Christ consciousness in which realization 
and healing take place. Through the Unity Corre
spondence Course you can be helped to the conscious
ness which demonstrates spiritual truths.

These lessons teach all the important truths of Chris
tian metaphysics. They explain how to enter the si
lence, how to interpret the Bible, and how to dem
onstrate health and prosperity.

The lessons are open to any one who has studied the 
Unity magazines and books long enough to understand 
our basic principles. A  certificate is given when the 
Course is completed. Write to the Correspondence 
School Department for a schedule of the lessons.

SIL E N T -70 ■

This is the department of Unity that attends to the 
distribution of free literature. You who have been 
benefited by the study of Truth and wish to help others 
to see the Light, are invited to join Silent-70 and take 
up this work. Write to us for information.

W e give the following testimonials:
Anaconda, Mont.— Inclosed find a love offering for 

Silent-70. God bless the work that they have done. I can 
never forget what Unity has meant to me. I bless this 
offering and know that it will bear good fruit.— Mrs. W. S., 
S-70 No. AU-9.

A Penitentiary— Just a line to let you know that I am 
progressing spiritually and am well pleased with the corre
spondent supplied to me by Silent-70. My sentence has 
been reduced by the war department from life to twenty 
years. Faith has brought this to pass.— A Prisoner, S-70 
No. DJ-37.

In response to requests from several centers, we have 
recently had printed on cards the music and the words to the 
song. The Prayer of Faith. These cards sell for $.02 each.



*

UNITY BOOKS AND BOOKLETS
Aunt Joy’s Nature Talks ...................................................$1.00; $1.50
Bible, American Standard Version...........................................  4.50
Book of Silent Prayer .............................. paper, $.75; keratol, 2.00
Christian Healing....................................................$1.00; $2.00; 3.00
Study Helps and Questions for “Christian Healing” ...........................15
Divine Remedies ........................................ paper, $.75; keratol, 3.00
Cook Book, Unity Inn .......................................washable cover, 2.00
Lessons in Business.................................... paper, .50
Lessons in Truth ................................................... $.75; $1.50; 3.00
Question Helps for “Lessons in Truth” .......................................... 15
Miscellaneous Writings ...........................................$-75; $1.50 3.00
The Garden, the Gale, and The Key.........................................  1.50
Treasure B o x .......................................................................................... 50
Truth in Song ...................................................................................... 50
Wee Wisdoms Way .........................paper, $.75; de luxe, 1.50
Wee Wisdom Picture Book, Vol. I, II, II I ...................each 1.50
Beaux Arts Series (6 booklets): All Sufficiency in All Things; 

Directions for Beginners; Finding the Christ; God’s Hand 
and Loose Him and Let Him Go; Practice of the Pres
ence; Trusting and Resting ............................................each .25

Bible and Eternal Punishment ...........................................................15
Christian Salesman, The .................................................................. 50
Consecration of the Room, The ...................................................... 25
Creation and Re-Creation .................................................................. 50
Faith that Removes Mountains ........................................................ 25
Finding God ........................................................................................25
Finding the Christ ...........................................................keratol, 1.00
Getting the Clear Realization ............................................................25
How to Attain Your Good.............................................................. 35
Holy Spirit, The ................................................................................25
In Christ’s Garden .............................................................................. 50
Inspirational Series (3 booklets): Good Words; Morning Med

itations; Spiritual Law in Business...................................each .35
Joy and The Way of Attainment.......................................................... 25
Lessons for Young Students.................................................................. 35
Lord’s Prayer, T h e ..........................................paper, $.50; keratol 2.00
Love: The Supreme G ift..............................paper, $.50; cloth 1.00
Love’s Roses ........................................................................................ 25
My Litany ...............................................................................................10
Oneness with God and Neither Do I Condemn Thee..................25
Philosophy of Denial .......................................................................... 25
Prosperity Series (4 booklets): Giving and Receiving; Invisible 

Resource; Prosperity and Success; Wealth and Wisdom. .
............................................................................................ each .25

Pure Reason and Honest Logic of Practical Christianity..................25
Sayings of Jesus Christ, The.............................................................. 35
Silence, The .............................................. paper, $.50; keratol, 2.00
Stepping Stones ...................................................................................... 35
Tithing ....................................................................................................25
Talks to Men ...................................................................................... 25
Unity’s Statement of Faith .................................................................. 10
Truth Student With Soldiers ......................................................  1.00
Unreality of Matter ............................................................................25



T H A T  N E W  YEAR R E SO L U T IO N
“I now resolve to make this year a golden one in my 

life by doing each day a kindness for some one.” This 
new year’s resolution will bear fruit for you in many 
ways, if faithfully followed. It will mean increased 
happiness for those around you; it will mean new 
happiness and new success for you, too.

W e can suggest no better start toward keeping this 
resolution than the sending of Unity periodicals to three 
of your friends. There are people all over the world 
who are hungry for the lessons and truths of these maga
zines, people who are beginning to feel keenly the need 
of knowing how to apply practically the religion that 
they have. It is in your power to open for them the 
way to this knowledge that they seek. “Each day a 
kindness for some one.”

Through the Prosperity Bank Plan, you may send 
subscriptions to Unity magazine to three of your friends, 
save the amount to pay for the subscriptions within ten 
weeks, and receive our prayers for your increased pros
perity. To get the most benefit from these prayers, you 
must follow faithfully the Bank instructions.

You may use the coupon below in ordering sub
scriptions and in applying for a Prosperity Bank.

U n it y  S c h o o l  o f  C h r is t ia n it y ,
917 Tracy, Kansas City, Mo.

Please give me special prayers for increased prosperity 
and send me a prosperity bank. I will use daily the pros
perity statement which you send me and will work with you 
to establish the true prosperity within myself. I will save 
$3 to pay for Unity magazine to be sent to each of the per
sons named on the attached sheet of paper, and will send this 
amount to you within ten weeks after receipt of my bank.
Name ...................................................................................
Address.................................................................................
City .......................................................  State....................

1-24-u


